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86th year, issue 25

Forum airs grievances against
•
Sodexho, private prisons
BY MELISSA CURRENCE
AND KERRY RYAN
News writers

"They expect you [Xavier students] to pay a ridiculous price
for what you won't feed your dog
and they tell us· to be quiet about
it," said Darlene Sands, a former
Sodexho Marriott food .worker .at
the forum last night in Kelley
Auditorium. The' forum was
hosted by.Not With Our Money,
the protestors of Sodexho
Marriott food service:
Sands, a former Skyline Chili
Cart worker, said she was fired
because of various incidents including being ill, failure to put
food aw_ay and talking to
CityBeat, a local newspaper,
about the protest against
Sodexho Marriott on March 10.
"[The workers] are scared to
death," said Sands. "That's how
much fear they put in your heart
when you work for them."
Sands said anti-unions videos
were shown and management intimidates workers.
Workers do not receive ben-

efits such as retirement plans.
"Social Security is all you'll get
once you hit 65 [years old]," said
Sands
"I don't want to work for these
people anymore, but I'll miss you
all," she said of her former coworkers.
Xavier's Sodexho Marriott declined to attend last night's forum
"We are waiting for [the administration] to respond to us,"
said fres_hman Brian Loewe. The
group sent a letter to Rev.
Michael Graham, S.J., on March
14.
The protestors are working to
allow Xavier's food service
workers the opportunity to organize
"We are not saying we're prounion, but we are saying it's
wrong to prevent employees from
joining a union if they so wish,"
said Loewe of the Not With Our
Money campaign.
• The protest cites the Catholic
social teachit1g's support for
unions as reason why Xavier
should not have Sodexho

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MATHIS

Attorney Al Gerhardstien (~bove) discussed the Sodexho corporation, workers' rights ·and private
prisons at last Tuesday's student forum ·sponsored by the Not With Our Money campaign~ ·
Marriott as its. food provider.
"Sodexho Alliance puts a
blemish on Xavier when it is seen
as a leading social justice institution ... [and] it undermines
Catholic social teaching," said
student Steve Kuffner.

Gallagher· Center
-.
.
construct1,on on time

So'dexho Marriott is owned by
the So.dexho Alliance, a corporation based in Paris, and is a leading investor in the private prison
industry.
"I have lots of problems with
private prisons," said civil rights.

attorney Al Gerhardstien who
s.ued the Corrections Corporation
of America (CCA), which
Sodexho Alliance owns 8 percent
of its stock and is its the largest
institutional investor.

SET IN STONE

.

BY MELISSA MOSKO
Asst. Campus News Editor

According to Dr. Ron Slepitza,
vice president of Student Development, a~I construction projects
are on time.
The Gallagher Cente~ is scheduled ~o be completed at the end
of December 200 l, and will be
occupied by Xavier for the Spring
semester 2002. The Commons
Apartments are scheduled to
open this August for students to
move in for the Fall 2001 semester.
The Gallagher Center will include a Burger King Express, a
deli sandwich shop, an ice cream
vendor, a bakery with a
cappucino stand and
coffee
shop.
There will also be a Kinko's
copy center as well as Firstar
Banking and All Card offices.
. "One of the highlights of the
Gallagher Center is a wireless
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atrium," said Slepitza, "If you
One of the highlights is a twohave a laptop computer with a floor central ·1ounge and commuwireless card, you can access the nity area. This space may be used
Internet from any place in the for programs, clubs or study
atrium."
groups.
Laptops with built-in wireless
"I'm really excited about the
cards can also be checked out open space we will have," said
using your All Card. The wire- · Mara Gibson, a freshman and RA
less environment will extend out in the Commons next year, "it
'onto the residential mall, and the will allow us to meet with our
new mall connecting the friends and meet new people."
Gallagher Center to the academic
On top of the Commons is a
mall.
quasi-clock tower with four win- .
The new theater will seat 350 dows, each bearing the Xavier
· people, no more than 11 rows . family crest.
from the stage. The theater will
Rooms in the Commons are
include the screen from the old apartment-sty le,
increasing
theater, along with a video pro- available· on-campus beds to
jedor component. The projector 1,900. Each resident will have
can be used for speakers ·with their own room and phone line.
PowerPoint presentations, or. can
"I look forward to having the
be hooked up to a DVD player community of the dorm-life with
and DVD movies may be shown'. friends, and having the privacy
The Commons, the upperclass- of my own room'- that isn't the
man housing complex is set for case in most college dorms," said
move-in in August. ·
Gibson.
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Players Workshop 2001
premieres Thursday
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The Oscar goes to
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Above: A ·model of the statue of former Xavier
President Rev. James E. Hoff, S.J., to be placed in the
Cintas Center. The sculpture is being created by artist
Tom Tsuchinyn. See page 3 for the full story..
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Scholarships
available
·Three scholarships are available in the Office. of Financial
Aid:
The Kroger Garnes-Wards Internship/Scholarship: $3,500
plus paid internship during the
summer of 2001. All applicants
must be part of a minority group,
currently a sophomore, enrolled
in the bachelor of arts; bachelor
of liberal arts, bachelor of science
in business administration or
honor bachelor of arts degree pro. gram, and have a cumulative GPA
of at.least 2.5. Applications are
due April 10.
The Community Foundation
of Greater Lorain County:
amount varies. Applicants must
be a resident of either Lorain or
Efie county, must complete the
FAFSA and have a minimum cu~
mutative GPA of 2.0. Applications are due April 20.
·
The Polonia Foundation:
$500-$1,500. Applicants must
.have Polish ancestry and must be
a resident of Ohio. Applications
are due June 15.

Dinner and silent
auction

!
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Dr.· Drew talks of love, dr~gs
BY MELISSA MOSKO
Asst. Campus News Editor

Dr. Drew Pinsky, of MTV's
"Loveline," spoke to Xavier students
on Saturday night about_ dynamics
ofrela.tionships, drug and alcohol
abuse and addiction.
He spoke ofa moral compass stu- ·
dents must use in decision making
in their lives.
"It's importarit for us to pay attention to our instinct, to let it guide us
in different situations," said Pinsky;
"like our careers, romance and ·involving drugs and alcohol."
Pinsky, born in 1958, remarked
on his generation and the impact it
had on his experience in medical
school and with drug and alcohol
abuse in the medical profession. ·
"When I began the radio show in
1983, I realized that I was on the cutting edge of something wonderful,"
he said.
"My generation is right between
the Baby Boomers and Generation
X. It made for an interesting experience."
Pinsky noted the difference be~
tween men arid women in relationships. "Men operate like a one-gear
engine, and women are like a Rubix
Cube."
"Women, guys are not playing
chess. When we tell you something,
i,t's exactly what we mean," Pinsky

said. "Don't try to analyze it."
Pinsky also spoke about drug
abuse common to college students,
such ·as binge drinking, LSD and
Ecstasy, mushrooms and marijuana.
Regarding alcohol, he noted
binge drinking results.in calculable
brain cell loss and a decline in academic performance as long as
week after an episode of drinki~g.
. "Alcohol is the only drug of
abuse that actually poisons human
tissue," Pinsky said. "It is dangerous because it can lead to cancer."
As a mediC'al prqfessional in
California, Pinsky remarked upon
the amount of patients he comes in
contact with who have used designer drugs such as LSD and Ecstasy.
·
·
.
"Not a day goes by that I don't
have to admit someone who will
need life-long medication and treatment because of the use of Ecstasy."
Regarding LSD, he compared.
use to a Russian Roulette game
with your brain.
'.'I have seen some people hit 50
· and have been O.K., but I have also
· seen some hit less than that and are
not O.K," said Pinsky.
Pinsky said he had not seen the
number of patients using mush. rooms as he had with.•other drugs.
"The problem with mushrooms,"
he said, "is that most people using

a

mushroom·s·
use · other
drugs
as
·well.''"You can
only eat so
many mush~
··rooms soaking in COW
sh*t before
you get sick,"
remarked
Pinsky. .
· A student
posed a question regarding the. legal- ·
ization of
marijuana
and Pinksy's
position on
th~ issue.
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY JACKSON GOODNIGHT
"It is very Dr. Drew Pinsky spoke with students last weekend
difficult to ar- · in the Cintas Center.
·
gue medically against th_e legalization of once you smoke it and experience
marijuana," he. responded, "but it that euphoria, you want to do it
is philosophically hard· to argue again and again.''
. for it."
·
. Pinsky's radio show runs from
He noted marijuana is one of 10 p.m. to midnight PT, Sunday
the top three abused drugs of . through Thursday. "Loveline," cochoice, after alcohol and heroin. hosted by Pinsky and .Adam CoPinsky also .warned marijuana has rolla, can be seen on MTV.
one of the most profound addictions of any drug.
"Marijuana is powerful because

The Robert-Knotts Founda. tion is holding their dinner and

~~~;:sa~~:~~~i:"~:~:~~e~~t~~~~

7 at 6:30 p.m. Tickets .are $18
per person, and space can be reserved by sending a check or
money order made payable to
Derek Hunter, c/o the RobertKnotts. Foundation, 1401 Dana
Ave, #40B, Cincinnati_, Ohio
45207. Please call Derek at 9855979 with questions.

Jimmy Fallon
coming to X
The Student Activ.ities Council (SAC) is sponsoring a comedy
show by Jimmy Fallon of"Saturda.y Night Live.'' The comedy
show will take place Thursday,
April 26. Tickets are $3 each and
will go on sale April 23 in .the
Nieporte Lounge and in the
Cintas Center Dining Room.
Please call SAC at 745-3S34 with
any questions.

Student art exhibit
The department of art has a
new student display in the Cohen
Art Gallery. The works cover all
disciplines. The exhibit also features the senior thesis work of
Brian Haberski. The exhibit runs
through March 30. Gallery hours
are 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Monday
through Saturday, and 11 :30 a.m.
to 2:30 p.m. on Sunday.

Stations of the
Cross
On Friday, Bellarmine Chapel
will hold an observance of the
Stations of the <;:ross. The obser-.
vance begins· at 7 p.m. Please call
745-8477° with questioris.
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Stud.·ents lobby. for the close o. f fornier SQA_
BY MELISSA CURRENCE
Campus News Editor

A group of 10 students are travelling to Washington D.C., this weekend to lobby for the close of the U.S.
Army's Western Hemisphere Institute
for Security and Cooperation, formerly known as the School of the
Americas (SOA). Xavier stude11ts
have participated in the annual protest against the SOA because of
claims it promotes civil rights abuses
in Central America.
.. The SOA Watch, the organizer of
the November protest, planned the
weekend's events 'in Washington so
protestors could lobby Congress.
The Xavier group is meeting with
Congressman Steve Chabot's office
on Friday morning.
"Our purpose is to ask Chabot to

co-sign the bill to stop the SOA's
funding," said sophomore Chris
Penna who helped organized this
weekend's trip.
Government approp~iations will
be voted on in the next few months,
and the ·increase of Congressional
Democrats from November's elections could make the vote even
closer this year
"Last year, it was only a 10 vote
margin to keep open the SOA," said
Penna. "We are very hopeful that
Chris Penna,
·this will be the year it will be
closed," he said. ·
sophomore
Even with the institution's name
Voices of Solidarity (VOS) and
change, critics are still opposed to
Pax Christi are sponsoring the trip.
its existence.
"We believe that VOS needs to .
"When they changed the name,
they didn't change the practices," · have a larger role in SOA issues,"
said Penna.
said Penna.

[Protesting the ·
SOA] is a way to
promote peaceand
justice within the
world and to apply
action with my
beliefi and faiths. "

Police Notes ·

Thursday, March 22, 9:22 p.m.
- A student reported the th~ft of
his book bag from the basement'
lounge in the library. The book bag
was left unattended while the student went to the restroom.

Wednesday, March 21, 7:40
a.m. Physical Plant reported
damage to a vending machine in
Buenger Hall. The vending machine had apparently been broken
into and miscellaneous snacks were
removed.
Wednesday, March it, 1:30
p.m. - A student reported the theft
of his cellular phone from the Cafe.
The student left the phone unattended while he went to get a drink.
Wednesday, March 21, 10:30
p.m. - Unknown persons broke
into a construction trailer on Herald
Avenue. Two portable radios were
stolen.
·

Friday, March 23, 4:20 p.m. -.
Three non-students were cited for
soliciting magazine subscriptions.
Two were outside the Xavier Village and one was inside Kuhlman
Hall.

locker room in the Fieldhouse.
Sunday, March 25, 2:31 a.m.
- A student was cited for possession of an altered driver's license
and underage consumption. of alcohol. The student was observed
yelling and screaming while walk~
ing through the Husman Hall
parking l9t,
· Sunday, March 25, 12:30 p.m.
- A parishioner from Bellarmine ·
Parish reported the theft of her
purse from the sacristy while she
was attending Mass.

Saturday, March 24, 1:15 a.m.
- Two custodians emptying trash
cans outside the Fieldhouse found
two wallets belonging to Xavier
Monday, March 26, 2 p.m. . students in the trash. ·The theft oc- , A commuter student reported she
curred while the stl!dents'Were play-. was being harassed by a non-stu·ing soccer. The wallets were left dent acquaintance. ·
·
unattended
in
the
student
women's
. ..
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The protestors will have demonstrations in front of the White
House, Congress and the Pentagon
through Tuesday.
"[Protesting the SOA] is. a way
to promote peace and justice within
the world and to apply action with
my beliefs and faiths," said Penna.
Pax Christi and VOS are planning a panel to discuss with the student body about their experiences
with the SOA protest before the end
ofLent. ·
"[Those in Central America]
don't have a voice to stand up for
themselves but I can be a.voice for
them," said Penna; ·
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Student creativity ready to premiere
BY JAY KALAGAYAN
Co11tributi11g Writer
. The New Plays Workshop, a
branch of the Xavier Players,· has
announced their play~ for thi~ season.
In these pieces, students serve as
actors, directors, producers and playwrights.
"Writinga play for Workshop is
something I've wanted to do since I
was a freshman," said playwright
and senior Mike McCauley. "I think
it's s~fe to say that writers are, in eludes the premier of four one-act
general, very protective Of. their pl~ys.
work, and the production is bound
"Governing Under the Influto be vastly different from what the ence" by Matt Wagner takes a
author pictures in his or her mind pythoni·an perspectfve towards
when writing the script. But I'm just politics. More to the point, a civil
delighted to have this opportunity ·uprising occurs while the chancel- what a trip to have your imagi- lor,_ faced with deserting troops,
. nation play itself out _in reality."
gathers his advisorswho all appear
New Plays Workshop opens the to be drunk. This political satire
doors for students to submit one-act is directed by senior Brooks
plays for production. This allows Keeshin.
the playwright to see their play from
Adam Ziemkiewicz's play "So
ideas scratched on a notebook to a Many Shoeboxes to Fill" follows
up Wagner's piece with an examifull tech and staged production.
"We are lucky at Xavier to be nation of relationships and dating
given this opportunity," said play- in the new century.
wright and produ.cer Adam
"Upon being dumped by a reZiemkiewicz. "Most young writers cent girlfriend," said Ziemkiewicz,
are not mired. underneath strict ar- "I saw a sign outside of her aparttistic conventions, they mostly just ment: 'Prospective Residents
express their creativity and feelings Parking Only: We've Been Ex~
openly."
pecting You,' I started thinking
New Plays Workshop 2001 in- about the issues surrounding our

breakup."
"So Many Shoeboxes to Fill" 'is
the story of three men, Tony
dumped, heartbroken and left for
dead, Anthony attempting to write
··a screenplay and Mike's active
sexual drive wanting to tackle;: anything that moves. This "romantic
comedy," directed by Peter Neirouz,
delves deep into theil'relationships
with each other and "with women.
"Monster Makeover," by Bryan
Erwin, weighs in as a comedy starring all the classic horror creatures.
Satan, Frankenstein, Mr: Hyde, The
Invisible Man, Bloody Mary,
-Wolfm.an and Dracula gather together to discuss why they are no
longer 'scary' to modern audiences.
Jo, a motivational speaker, arrives·
to "pump them up" in· the public
eye; The 3-D action is directed by
Brandon Anderson.
One of the larger casts and production value of the new plays belongs to "Showdown at the Starlight Roller Rink" by McCauley.
Set in a 1985 roller rink, two
rival roller skating gangs battle for
bragging rights.
"The following things have definitely influenced my play," said
· McCauley, "Cartoons, 'Breakin' II:
Electic Boogaloo,' 'West Side
Story,' and the band Parliament."
This combination of music and
roller-skating is directed by Col-,

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY SARAH RICHTER

Jason Faber (left) and Dan Marshner are practicing their scene in
Matt Wagner's play, "Governing Under the Influence" in Workshop

2001.
leen
Drennan · and
Marc
Schifalacqua. ·
Founded by the Xavier Players
inthe last decade, New Plays Work- ··
shop has been the bastion of full ·
st1,1dent participation in the theatrical process ..
New Plays Workshop for 2001

Students to pose for Hoff ,sculpture
BY MELISSA CURRENCE
Campus News Editor

Tsuchyin was also commissioned by Xavier to create the
D' Artangan, the musketeer mascot
Students have the oppountunity outside the Cintas Center.
to be part of the sculpture honoring
The three-figure sculpture will
Rev. James E. Hoff, S.J., who retired include Hoff and a male and a fein December. froin his position as male student.
university president.
Five students will pose for each .
"I thought it would be a neat idea figure. Tsuchiyn will take differto have students pose for the ·sculp- · ent aspe~ts of each model and in- ·
ture," said Tom Tsuchyin, the artist. corporate them into the sculpture.
A meeting wi.JI be held on MonThe bronze work will be finday, April 2 at 2 p.m. inside the frpnt ished by the beginning of 2002.
entrance of the Cintas Center for · "[The] scultpure.is shaping up;
interested students.
and it is ready for students to

pose," said Tsuchiyn.
According to Tsuchiyn, students can bring study materials
when they pose .. The location of
the sculp.ture is near campus.
The Hoff sculputre will be located right of the cafeteria entrance
and left of the spruce tree. The
Board of Trustees also renamed the
Cafe the Rev. James E. Hoff Dining
Hall. Tsuchiyn has been a sculpter for
13 years and for four years full-time.
- His main focus has been portrait
sculpting and has studied with two

Cincinnati artists: sculpter Richard
Miller and painter Carin
Hebenstreit.
Students can email Tsuchiyn at
nttsuchiyn@excite.com with questions.
Hoff has been named the first
chancellor of the university. Hoff's
duties , include
teaching,
fundraising and retreat wor.k. He
will have an office in the second
floor of the McDonald Library.

.City
Council

-comes
to
Shantytown
i Senior John Halpin (left)
1.\1
• ..•m and freshman Greg
#'@ A'lffi.;W L . s . t
1·
•
<tlu&t
e am are 1stenmg to
·
Cincinnati City
Councilmember Minette
Cooper speak about the
city's policy to deal with
homelessness at the
NEWSWIRE PHoro BY JACKS~N GoooN1GHT Dorothy Day House last
Thursday..
(W

will run March 29 to April 1 at 8
p.m. in the Armory. Tickets are $3
for students and $5 general admission.

Foruin:
Poor
training,
health care,
for private .
•

pr1s~ns
continued from page 1
In 1998, two murders of inmates
by guards happened at the· CCA's
Youngstown facility. In 1997, when
six· inmates, includirig four convicted murders, escaped, CCA officials denied there had been an escape to local law enforcement.officers.
According to Gerhardstien, private prisons are often contracted in
small towns where there has been a
loss of jobs and guards are often
under trained.
"There is a 70 percent turnover
rate amongst guards in private prisons," said Gerhardstien.
The quality of health care, the
lack ofrehabilitation programs and
lobbying for mandatory sentencing
are other concerns for the protestors.
"Private prisons are not a simple
issue," said Loewe.
The Not With Our Money cam- ·
paign is a national campaign with
more than SO universities. Four
universities have dropped Sodexho
Marriott including Santa Clara
University, a Jesuit university in
California.
The private prison system is 'the
fourth largest prison system in the ·
country.
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.: . Ma¢ec1onian refugees
·····fl¢~Jo
... Kqsovo .·-.

'

Probe ·uncovers
alleged corruption
withinU.N. ·

. ·· H~ndreds of Macedonians arri~tld in:Kosovo eal°ly on Monday,
·fleeing. fightil)g between the
A Canadian-assisted U .N.
':Macedonian army and ethriicAl~ . comiptibn probe into allega·banian insurgents. . ·
tions that u.N. officials in Kenya
. ' ' ·The entire Macedonian village demanded bribes from refugees
:'ofVejc~, which had· ·l,200 ethniC has uncovered a massive crimi'Al.banian residents, fled after army nal network that could include
,helicopters dropped troops nearby .. developed countries, the
'and fired in the arl!a. The villagers Toronto National Post reports.
;"tfekked ~vemight through mounThe extent of the corruption
"'.f''·· · ·
'' .
is
much
larger thari originally
Jajp. passes. The refugees . warned
(tiiat more will be coming.
·thought when the U.N. High
'r:j(~sovo Albanian volunteers Commissioner for Refugees
··;fu~(international aid agencies are (UNHCR) first began investigat·~6ordinating with peacek~epers ·to ing accusations ihat fts staff had
'provide the refugees with food and ·· made refugees pay for services
•fodging. Volunteer host families · that were supposed to be free,
were lined up to take in the refu- the National Post reports. Invesgees, according to· Dfotrum tigators have a list of 100 susGunther, a protection officer in pects thought to have extorted '
Prizren, Kosovo.
as much as $50 million over a
The U.N. estimated Friday that six-year period from thousands
more than 22,000 Macedonians of people seeking refugee stahad left their homes since fighting tus in developed countries, inbegan last week in Tetovo, a cluding Canada. ·
Macedonian town near the Kosovo
The focus of the probe is on
border. The U.N. is now monitor- UNHCR staff in. Nairobi. Acing the Marina border crossing be- cording to the United Nations
tween Albania and Kosovo around and other sources, the National'
the clock. Many refugees have fled Post reports it is now suspected
that. many admitted to Canada
to Kosovo by way of Albania.
from Kenyan refugee camps
since 1995 were forced to pay
European Union
· bribes of as much as $7 ,000 each
to local agency staff.
. criticizes president
· · European leaders criticized U.S.
President George W. Bush in statements during last weekend's twoday Stockholm .European Union
(EU) summit for his opposition to
the Kyoto Protocol and his March
i3 withdrawal of support for carbon dioxide emissions cuts. The
statements followed a letter from
two EU leaders sent to the White '
House Friday, expressing serious
concern about Bush's actions.
Swedish Prime Minister Goeran
Persson, the summit's host as the
current occupant of the revolving
EU presidency, and European Commission President Romano Prodi
wrote Bush to express "deep concern" over his environmental policies and calling for urgent talks ~:m
·global warming. U .N. climate
change negotiations are to resume
in Bonn in July.
White House national security
adviser Condoleezza Rice, however, reportedly told EU ambassadors Thursday the Kyoto Protocol,
created in 1997 to control greenhouse gas e~issions, is dead.

Annan issues
report on impact of
Afghan sanctioµs

Following a presentation of
U.N. Secretary-General Kofi
Annan 's first report on the im~
pact of U.N. sanctions on Afghanistan, the U.N. Security
Council on Friday called for urgent aid for Afghans facing continued conflict; displacement,
drougtit, frigid winter weather
and food shortages.
·
The council imposed sanctions in Afghanistan in 1999 and
2000. In the report, Annan said
the direct impact of the sanctions
on Afghanistan's humanitarian
situation has been "limited but
tangible."
Annan also said exemptions
for relief assistance were "functioning smoothly" and that humanitarian operations had not
been interrupted by the sanctions. Council members regretted the continued fighting,
though, a_nd reiterated their conSlow U.S. economy cern at the "desperate situation"
of the Afghan people. The counmay weaken
cil called on donors to support
the U.N. aid appeal for AfghaniLatin America
stan and urged the parties to the
The U.N. Economic Commis- Afghan conflict to guarantee the
sion for Latin America and the Car- . delivery of aid.
ibbean (ECLAC) last week lowered
its growth forecast for the region in
light of a weakening U.S. economy.
The slowing U.S. economy
paints a "very worrisome" picture
for Latin America, said ECLAC
Executive Secretary Jose Antonio
Ocampo, calculating "3.5 percent
or less" growth for the region this

year.

BY CRAIG HOUTZ, CENTRE DAILY TIMES

In State College, Penn., police officers use pepper spray to disperse acrowd of Penn St
students following the Nittany Lions NCAA basketball loss toTemple last Friday night
The crowd had grown progressively rowdier and more violent after the game ended earlier..
1

.

.
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.Parents, students search for
answers after shootings
AFTER TWO SCHOOL INCIDENTS IN ONE MONTH, COMMUNITY RESIDENTS
STRUGGLE TO FIND ANSWERS TO QUESTION OF 'WHY?'
BY scon MARTELLE AND
SORAYA SARHADDI NELSON

Timeline of recent school shootings

Los Angeles Times

Location

Date

Number of victims

EL CAJON, Calif. -The first
time a local high school was shot
Pearl, Miss.
Oct. l, 1997
Two killed, seven injured
up by a student, Leonardo Morre119
was able to explain it to his 6-yearPaducah, Ky.
Dec. l, 1997
Three killed, five injured
old daughter as the isolated act of a
disturbed young man.
Jonesboro, Ark.
March 24, 1998
Five killed, 10 injured
The second time, the explanations didn't come so easily.
Littleton, Colo.
April 20, 1999
15 killed, more than 20
"This is more bad," Morreno said
injured
Friday afternoon as he' vacuumed
out his van in El Cajon, a workingSantee, Calif.
March 5, 2001
Two killed, 13 injured
class suburb about 15 miles east of
San Diego.
El Cajon, Calif.
March 22, 2001
Five wounded
A day afteran 18-year-old Granite Hills High School student ~I-'
coutesy of CNN.com
legedly shot up his school, wounding or injuring at least nine people,
. local parents found themselves March 5 shootings at Santana High School, about two miles west of
walking down a sad and familiar School, six miles aw~y. But they Granite Hills High, student Destiny
road - talking to their children wondered whether it was more than · Salter said the shooting came up in
about balancing fear against the coincidence. No one had the an- - one of her classes.
need to carry on with life.
swers.
"We talked about it for a whole ·
And they also struggled with the
"I guess I felt after the first shoot- period," she said. "I know a lot of
incongruity of two shootings in the ing at Santana that it was horrible, people who are worried. I'm not
same rrionth in the same school dis~ but that it could have happened any worried at all."
trict.
place in the country and I didn't
Schools Supt. Granger Ward said
· "I don't think we can explain feel fear," Stine said. "But after it the district did not issue special
why it's happened twice," said Eve happened at Granite yesterday, l directives to teachers Friday. He
.Stine, mother of a high schooler think the feeling is very different." said teachers have received trainand president of the Foothills SecClasses were cancelled at-Gran- ing in dealing with students after
ondary Council PTA, which covers ite Hills High on Friday, but went violent incidents but when and how
all 12 high ·schools in the · on as .schequled at Grossmont's to broach the subject was up to
Grossmont Union High School Dis-· other campuses. District offi~ials them.
trict. "But I sent my son to school declined to let reporters interview
After the Santana shooting; partoday and everybody else that I teachers about how they would ent Ann Ojeda took the advice of
spoke to did because we realize that · deal with the issue a second time.
experts she had seen on television
our schools are still very safe."
Jose Rodriguez, 16, a sopho~ and broached· the issue of school
In El Cajon, there was no uni- more at Santana High School, said violence with her two sons; Aaron,
form reaCtion to the Granite Hills his teachers didn't discuss the 17, and Ryan, 15. But the teens, a
shooting, beyond initial shock. shootings Friday. "I don't think the junior and freshman at Granite Hills
Some parents lashed out at what teachers even want to explain it to High, soon tired of the topic.
they see as a lack of security and us because they don't want us talkShe let them do the tqlking and
demanded that campus perimeters ing about it. They just want us to gave them lots of hugs.
be secured.
. get back to work. I want to get back ·
·Others tried to define the shoot- to work, too. Talking about this
ing as another isolated incident isn't going to help me graduate."
improbably close to the site of the
Outside El Cajon Valley High
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HomBGilglDB

LISTEN TO YOUR MO'.IHERl
.'D<I w~am,11J~·1~ru you." (Su Jn ·2:so

63118 Drexel Road
Ptiiladelphia. PA 191Sl·2S96
(2 I~} 879--0594

HomeGilylDB i

Hiring Students Pait-Time. NOW and Full-Time During Summer
&Breaks

Flexible~

& GREAT fE!.11
We offer 10-40'+ hours/week

Route Delivery & Packaging Positions

Parish
ln5titutional Chaplaincies
Missions

$·6.50 - $12.00/ Hour
Two Great Locations Just Minutes from
Campus/I

_

M~ofOw'- l.ady-ofMer~y

HomBGilglOB

a;a;,:,,E~.,-._•••
,Great Job Opportunities!!

E'.f

Forest Park
513".'851-4040

www.ordero/m~rcy.org
~utionr@ordero/mercy.org

vocmercY@aol,co"' ·

Wilder-N.KY
859-441-1700

We Also Have F.aclllties Throughout the Regional Area
. D•trolt. Ml

CSwerMCl\Akron\CMton

!I00,874.0880
Cofuri1bus, OH
800.937.0011

877.955.9094

lndlmi~ls, SN

.

800.765.2742

Dsyton\Sprtnglltld . ·

·· L..xlngton,·KY

600.263.5511.

800.933.3575

l.oullYIUe, KY

Plttlburgh. PA

800.889.7303

800.2&3.4423

C.ntrlll Rllnola Ar.. .

FL Wll)'M, IN

800.842.8994

&00.822.6568

Toleclo,OH

w.. tVlrglnl•

800.899.8070

600.545.4-423

No Experienc~ Necessary. Train during school and work
durlng summer & breaks. We offer Schedule Flexibility.
Schedule_ an Interview A.S.A.P. Bring a Friend!

Start Training NOW Ill

www.homecityice.com
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Deferring taxes• with
TIAA-CREF can be so

rewarding, you'll wonder
···why you didn't do it sooner.

Off Campus Student
Housing
Available for the 2001-2002
School Year

One of the fastest ways to build a retirement nest egg
is through tax-deferred Supplemental Retirement
Annuities (SRAs) from TIAA-CRE~.

IT'S EASY TO SAVE MORE THROUGH
THE POWER OF TAX DEFERRAL
$102;068

=--=-:.:..=-~~.:::_::::::.=._::~-==-=·::.:::=:.:::::::.::..:.:::::.::::.:-.::

Your funds are automatically deducted from your
paycheck, so it's easy to build income to supplement
your pension and Social Security.* Especially since your
SRA contributions grow undiminished by taxes until you
withdraw the funds.
And you may even be able to borrow funds against your
SRA-a unique benefit of choosing TIAA-CREF. 1
So why wait? Let TIAA-CREF's low expenses and invest~-----~ ment expertise help you build a
INVEST AS UTILE AS
$25 a month
comfortable retiremer:it. We
through an automatic think you will find it rewarding
payroll plan2
.___ _ _ _ __, in years to come.

*Note: Under federal tax law, withdrawals prior to age 59~ may be
subject to restrictions, and to a 10% additional tax.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.'M

....... ,

$67,514
W Tax-deferred savings after taxes
•

$13,052

~-=-::.:::.-:::::-::.'::.

Arter-lax savings

-· All properties short walk to
campus!
1 and 2 bedroom apartments
Also: 3,4,5, and 6 bedroom
houses

Call 604-7152

...=--=,---·1

$11,609.
IO YEARS

20YEARS

30YEARS

ADVERTISE
In this hypothetical example, setting aside $100 a month in a
tax-deferred investment with an 8% return in a 28% tax
bracket shows better growth than the same net amount put
into a savings account. Total returns and principal value of
investments will fluctuate, and yield may vary. The chart
above is presented for illustrative purposes only. and does not
reflect actual performance, or predict future results, of any
TIAA-CREF account, or reflect expenses.

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

For more complete information on our securities products, call 1.B00.842.2733, ext. 5509, for prospectuses. Read them carefully before you
invest. 1. Check with your institution for availability.. 2. You may be able to invest up to the IRS maximum of $10,500 per year. To receive a
personalized calculation of your maximum contribution, call TIAA-CREF at 1.800.842,2776. •TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services,
Inc. and Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc.- distribute securities products. • Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association (TIAA), New
York, NY and TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co., New York, NY issue insurance. and annuities. •TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services. • Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed. © 2001 leachers Insurance and
Annuity Association-College Retirement Equities Fund, New York, NY 01/04
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CtiQW .Almost fam.ous

PROFESSOR DR. ALEXANDRA KORROS MAKES· HISTORY OF HER .OWN

BY MELISSA MOSKO •
Asst. Campus News Editor

Ph.D. That isn't the message a lot
of young women used to get"
Dr. Alexandra Korros, professor
"It took .the discussions of the
of history, has her own claim to ·
late '60s and early '70s to· realize
fame outside of the Xavier commuthat I was a lot weirder than I
nity.
thought," she chuckled., "I'm not
"Once upon a time, I was on
what I would call a 'crusading femi~
· 'Jeopardy!'" she said.
nist,' but lam someone who beKorros believes it was her "natulieves· that everyone can achieve
ral competitiveness" that led her to
.· .what he or she wants to~ based on
Alex Trebek's show. "My roomability, not gender." ·
mate was going to try out, and I
Korros enjoys the "weirdness"
thought that anything she could do
of her profession. "Being an aca- ·
I could do too, and I t()ok the test.
demic allows you to be weird," she
"Although I didn't win, in that
said. "You can't be weird and run
time you could take your prize
an office building."
money home, so I took my $500
Along with Korros's teaching reand sold my encyclopedias and
sponsibilities, she does a great deal
paid for the typing of my dissertaof advising and works with the
tion," she said.
Scholars program.
Korros's 1972 "Jeopardy!" gig
. She believes advising is one of
may not have panned out monthe most important things faculty
etarily, but it is not sorely remem. ca.n do for students .. °'It's not just
bered.
: . helping you with your courses, but
"The best part of teaching is
· ·helping you figure out what you
watching students do things that
want to do for a while."_
they didn't even know they could
Korros also enjoys putting her
do, and. watching them learn that
"Jeopardy!" skills to use in contact
history is not just the recitation of
with her students.
dry facts," she said.
_.. "I enjoy playing Trivial Pursuit Korros has served as the Assiswith the scholars," she said, "I have ·
tant Executive Director for Miami
to
remind them that I am the ringer.
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MATHIS
University's Hamilton Campus,
when
the faculty play. ·
Korros; above, excelled in the category "Actors and Actresses" during her stint as a
and spent her last four years at Mi"One of the things about being .
'~eopardyf" contestant.
·
ami teaching at the Oxford campus.
a teacherat such a place where you
"The Xavier environment is department. Korros was the first the English department. If a stu- · student,'' she said. "She had gone
get to know people is that you genumuch more personal. My experi- woman at Xavier to become a. pro- dent can learn to write a history on to graduate· school in Russian
inely get to feel as though you can
ence in Miami tells me that faculty fessor of history.
paper, they hiive a tool to use in the history and received her Ph.D. Be- ·make a difference,'' she said about
there didn't get the opportunity to
Xavier.·
"I really like researching his- real world," she said. "In doing that, - fore she met me, she had never re·know their students as well as many tory: I like being the detective and you actually learn some history ally thought about being a woman
"You don't get paid a lot of
of us get to do," she remarked.
money, but it's like they say in the
putting the story together," she said. while you're at it. It's a dirty trick Russian historian.
Korros began her career at
Korros invites her students to do on my part, but, oh well.
"A lot of women need role mod- -ads - it's one of those things that
Xavier in the spring of 1986, teach- the same with history.
"When I was going out for ten- els. I wasn't one of them," Korros
is priceless."
ing one course in Russian history.
"I have to convince my students ure, I thought it would be a good said. "My mother had a Ph.D., and
In the fall, she began in the history that writing is not th,e province of idea to have a letter from a former my best friend's mother had a

'" '_.Here
. . ,___the members of your friendly

~-1--•nn.---~--~~~~-tl.~f~¥o--

Newswire staff share their deepest secrets, greatest
ambitions· ... and a few other things they probably should have kept to themselves.

The· odd couple
CONTRARY TO POPULAR BELIEF, NEITHER ADAM ZIEMKIEWICZ NOR Bill SNODGRASS HAS LICE

Love's labors lost
BY ERIN KATE RYAN
News Features Editor

Senior English-theology double
major and calendar boy Adam
Ziemkiewicz is a sucker for love.
"I once stole my mother's car to
drive from Cleveland to Chicago
at 3 a.m.," he admitted. This latenight booty call was chaperoned
by a stuffed dog named Fred, whose
life has lasted much longer than the
relationship itself.
"Yeah, I've still got Fred. He
sleeps with me," said Ziemkiewicz.
Unfortunately, the objects of
Ziemkiewicz's affections rarely
stick around as long as good ole
Fred.
"Each year that I've been at
Xavier, starting with my senior year
in high school, I've had a different
long-distance relationship," he divulged. "They all start over summer break, and begin to sputter out
by Christmas."
So what difficult, but valuable

Bill is my personal hero

lessons has Ziemkiewicz gleaned
from all these amo- --Z-ie_m_ki-.e-w_ic_z__,-s-~
rous misopportuniies?
Vital Stats
"I guess I'm just
a summer lover," he
shrugged, "Maybe
I'm emitting more
pheromones during
June, July and August."

Shoe size: 11.
Favorite doughnut:
Maple Log
Favorite villain: "Mickey
Mouse. I know he's not
a villain, but he scares
me."

BY ERIN KATE RYAN
News Features Editor

When junior Electronic Media
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . inajor and World
Snodgrass'sVitalStats News Editor Bill
Snodgrass went to
Shoe size: 9 1/2
the Summer OlymFavorite side dish: fries
pics in Atlanta in
Pop or soef.a? pop ("I'm 1996, it was as a
spectator and not a
from Ohio;")
'--------------'-....J competitor. But
that may change if

Ziemkiewicz, left, and
Snodgrass, right, wi~h to
thank the Academy, their
agents, their personal
trainers and, above all,
the Heavenly Father, for
the opportunity to inform;
influence and abuse the
student population on a
weekly basis.
NEWSWIRE PHOTOS BY DEVIN MATHIS

things go Snodgrass's way.
"I probably could have cleaned
up in the 10,000-meter walking
event, since it doesn't require
speed," he s.:tid. "But I really think
they need to add a best of show,
male talent competition."
When the Olympic committee
finally acknowledges the potential
of such a Mr. Muskie-esque event,
Snodgrass even has his repetoire
planned. ·
"For the formalwear
competition, I'd choose a
song such as 'Sharp
Dressed Man,' and I think
that for the swimwear competition, I'd probably go
with the boxer-style suit,"
he mused. And perhaps, in
the patriot spirit of the
Olympics, the American
flag will be found emblazoned across the seat.
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Reigning on high

CANDICE GERMANY STOLE THE SHOW AND TOOK THE.CROWN AlXAVIER'S 2001 BLACK AND GOLD PAGEANT
in a number of categories, includ~
News Features Editor
ing evening wear, swimwear and
Freshman Candice Germany talent. Germany, a black beit, chose
makes it her goal to do at least one for the talent .competition to demfun thing every day. "Sometimes onstrate her karate· skills in a blind- ·
that just means sitting outside and folded routine. "I've been taking
watching nature, or meeting some- karate classes for nine years," she
one new," said the sociology ma- said. "My parents really pushed me
jor. On Friday, Feb. 9, it meant tak- into it. They wanted me to do some. ing home the title of Miss Black thing active."
and Gold at Alpha Phi Alpha Inc.'s .
Germany no longer needs such
annual pageant, held this year at ·parental goading to stay active.
This natural sciences minor is a
the Madison in Covington.
"I think I won because I did re- memberoftheBlackStudentAssoally good overall," Germany di- ciation, Natural Ties and M.O.R.E.
vulged. "The other girls al 1. did- "I really don't like it when people
good, too, but !think my selfccon- are telling yo~' to get involved, and
· fidence was really apparent you know that they aren't doing it
throughout the competition; I just themselves," ~he said. "I find mywas up there having fun."
self guilty of that sometimes, too. I
Germany was one of four con~ think it's important that you practestants in the Black and Gold com- tice what you preach."
petition, in which African-AmeriGermany also.has a very defi~
can female. full-time students in nite aspiration: to be an anes~hesi
good academic standing are judged o!Ogist. "When I first started at

BY ERIN KATE RYAN

Xavier, I was a nursing major," sh.e explained. "But
my good friend [and biology professor] Dr. Horan
helped me see. that I really
wanted to be a doctor. So, I
switched my major halfway
through the year."
Germany will certainly
have more than medical advice for her students - she
has plenty of .life advice to
offer, too."I thihl<Jrsreally
important' to enjoy: each
and every day," she said.
"You need to live life to the
fullest, and not sweat the
small stuff. If you do, you '11
die an unhappy person.
· ."It's also important to
take joy in IT!eeting new
people," she added. "You
can. learn something new
frorri every person you .
meet."

PHOTO COURTESY OF CANDICE GERMANY

Germany, right, poses with the 2000 Miss Black and
Gold, graduate Genise McKenzie, left.
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>-email: OPEDNBll5VlllRE@HauvWL.COM
>-Erin Nevius, Editor
-STAFF.EDITORIAL

The Oscar goes to
In light of the recent presenta. tions of the Academy Awards, we
here at The Newswire would like
to give our own aw~rds to people
and events we feel deserve ~pe
cial recognition this year. So let's
· begin with the technical awards.
Best Set Design: Physical
Plant - once again, they have
made our campus ready for spring
.with beautiful landscaping.
Best Art Direction: Suzanne
Chouteau - kudos to this art
teacher, a dedicated professor in
an often unrecognized department.
Best Cinematography: Rev.
Ted Thepe, S.J. - Fr: Thepe's
photographs and enthusiasm
make Xavier a Iovlier place to be.
Best Screenplay: Workshop student writers shine in this allI.
student production.
Best On-Set Catering: Vince
the Omelet Man - none of us
could get moving in the morning
without this man's efforts.
Best Editing: The Newswireduh!
Best Musical Score: The concertchoir-lotsoftalentinone
group with a diverse repertoire.
Lighting: Parking lots thanks for keeping commuters
safe at night.
.
Ok, on to the movie awards.
Best Action Sequence:
women's basketball - an Elite 8
appearance and a classy team...
what more do you want?
· Best Drama: Sodexho Marriott .
- this one company has spawned
a student resistance group as well
as administration concern.
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Best Comedy: the 24-hour computer lab - where. is it, and is it really open 24 hours? These jokesters
keep us guessing.
Best Foreign_ Film: anything
shown by the Middle Eastern Clubthese folks are trying very hard to· get
participation.
Best Epic S~ruggle: 925 Marion they keep"fighting for their right to
party.
Best Romantic Affair: the students
and Cafe pizza - more rapturous
. words have never appeare~ on Newswire pages.
Best i;::ar Chase: Campus Police in
the Cintas parking lot- those cruisers are ,quick in removing wandering
commuters.
And finally, the individual awards.
Lifetime Achievement: Fr.
Bischoff-'- whose life has this man
not touched? Who is not a "saint" in
his eyes?
Best Supporting Role: the cheerleaders. - they work hard to show
their devotion. Extra love to the
women's squad.
Best Actor(s): Don't Tell Anna they are tireless and still funny.
Best Actress: Brett Singer thanks for keeping class imeresting.
Best Director: Brooks Keeshin for
STYUKA - he. turned the wayfaring charity concert into something
_that actually helps others:
Best Villains:The Board ofTrustees-tenuredecisions. Enough said.
Best Heroine(s): Thrine Kane and
Melanie Balcomb - both show us
how to compete with style.
Best Hero: Bill Snodgrass - bring
it home at Mr. Muskie, Snods!
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Marriott responds to accusations
I am writing to set the record
straight on a number of issues that
have been raised in recent letters ·
and editorials attacking Sodexho
Marriott Services. Contrary to what
you may have heard, Sodexho
Marriott Services is not in the
prison business, and we care very
much about our employees. ·
Sodexho Marriott Services has
many shareholders, the largest of
which is Sodexho Alliance.
Sodexho Alliance also owns a small
percentage of shares in Corrections
Corporate of America, a company
that operates prisons in the United
States. There is no financial connection and no business relationship between Sodexho MarriottServices and CCA. Neither
Sodexho Marriott Services nor
Sodexho Alliance uses prison labor
to run our businesses as one letter
· writer stated.
Let me also state, .for the record,
that student dollars are not being
invested in CCA.. Sodexho
Alliance's only investment in CCA
was made year.s before Sodexho
Marriott Services even existed as a
. company. The vast majority of our
revenue pays employees and buys
food. Less than one-half of one percent goes to Sodexho Alliance for
the licensing of their name.
Additionally, Sodexho Alliance
has recently announced it is divesting its stake in CCA as quickly as
possible, and has taken a $70 miJ-,
lion charge against earnings to
cover financial losses associated
with that sale.

·concerns and be heard by manage~
ment.
Sodexho Marriott Services cur- ·
rently works with 240 collective ·
bargaining units nationwide and we
recognize the rights of employees
to unionize or not unionize as they
may so elect. We strictly adhere to
all rules governing labor relations
and union organizing, and will take
swift disciplinary action against
managers who do not follow- th~se
policies. We believe the vast majority of our 111,000 employees elect not to join labor ·unions
because they believe they are
treated fairly by Sodexho MaiTiott
Services and satisfied to be a member of our team.
. One final note on the comments
that have appeared in print about
the quality of the food service: we
are very proud of the service we
provide at Xavier and even prouder
that in the resident dining program
survey, students reported the highemployees, when you consider est satisfaction rates in the college's
·today's highly competitive job mar-. recent history. Participation in the
ket, we simply can't afford not to food plan is at record high levels.
be a good employer. That's why we
In summary, Sodexho Marriott
pay our employees, on average, Services is a good company with a
more than they would earn in com- long history of commitment to fair ·
parable positions in the Greater Cin- . treatment and competitive wages
cinnati area. Our benefits package here at Xavier University, and at
is also highly competitive within the colleges, schools, corporations and
food service industry. To foster two- health care facilities across the
way communications and to ensure United States and Canada.
that employees' voices are heard,
- Leslie M. Aun
our company provides policies and
Vice President, Co1porate
forums, both formal and informal,
Commw!ications
that allow all Sodexho Marriott SerSodexho Marriott Services
vices employees to freely voice their
Recently we were asked by a student activist at Xavier to participate
in a debate/forum on the iss.ue of
private prisons. We !espectfully declined because we feel this is not an
issue that is ours to debate. Our expertise is food service, not prisons.
In regards to our treatmen_t of

"There is no
financial connection
and no business
relationship between
Sodexho Marriott
Services and
Corrections
Corporate of
America. " ·

BECKY MUICH

JOE ANGOLIA

Diversions

•••

11u!stt:r williin thc USA u11<l urc pn1ru1td. :subs~riptlon
Inquiries should he ~ircctcd to AmunduClinc, 513 745·
3130.
Advertising Inquiries should he directed 111 Luncc
Schut:rgcr, Advertising Munugt:r, 513 745-3561.
Om: cupy uf Thi• Xmiic•r Nt•w.nvlri•, c.llstrihutcd 011
cumpus, is free per pcrf;(lll per week. A<l<lhionul copies
urc 25 cents. •
Xuvit:r University is un ucu<lcn!ic community cn111111ittc<l tu t:ttuul nppununity fnr ull rcrsuns.

'You k:.,now, I tfwugfit we fuu{ agoocl thing going.
,'You guys sencl us Cots .of{etters, ancl we print tliem
ancl ma/(g, 'Ifie 9'/j,wswire very Cong ancl
, interesting. 'Every6oay wins, rig/it? Wdl imagine
my suprise wlien you guys clicln 't come tlirougli on
your encl of.tlie clear. If I were in tlie Mafia, you
cou{cl 6e k:.,if{eclfor cloing some'tliing {if(g, this,
.
Email your letters to
opednewswire@hotmail.com or drop them off at
the Publications House. Next time I take a .finger.
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Diverse musical debate rages
BY BRIAN FAUST
'Assistant Diversions Editor

In response to Mr. Cutler's article last week, there seems to be
only one thing for me to say.
Thank you. I sincerely want to
thank 'you for extending yourself
to write in, and express'·your
thoughts: My sole purpose for
writing that article (and for starting. what I hope to be a regular
column) is to get people engaged.
in what they read. Please do not
misunderstand me (for that seems
apparently quite easy to do); I am
not merely trying to write trashy
shock-articles for the purpose of
evoking hate letters. I honestly
want to share my thoughts on different aspects of music, and have
other students respond in the hopes
of inspiring an intellectual and interesting debate. With this response, I am not trying to prove
myself right. Although I would
like to respond to almost everything you accused me of in your
article, I shall keep what I have to
say rather brief.
First and foremost, if you have
problems with what was written,
please do not attack our copy editors. If there are inconsistencies
in an article, it is because of the
author, and I take full responsibil-

ity for what I wrote. Our editors
do a wonderful job,· and are only
held accountable for grammar and
. spelling problems. Again, itisn't ·
not they're falts what I right, they
aint responsible for kontent. (and
yes it was against their betterjudgment for me to make that joke).
Secondly, my CD selections
were general, and in no means was
that part of the article meant to
prove how diverse my tastes are.
You seem Uudging by your re~
spans~) to think I was trying to
show off how underground my music·tastes a_re. Quite the contrary, I ·
gave suggestions on CDs I find
truly enjoyable, and ones I thought
most listeners could get into.
Hardcore and underground albums
·are not necessarily meant for aU to
jump into immediately, and the al.bums I suggested were meant as
"crossover" albums. However~
thanks to your response, I now have
a few albums more that I can look
into, and I thank you for your suggestions.
Thirdly, and I will keep this
brief, it disturbs me that you call me
"PC" and even to an extent "racist." If my article gave you that
impression then I failed terribly as
a writer, and apologize for this was
not my intent at all. I will leave it

only to propose this thought:
would a so-called PC. person find
the lyrics of such hip-hop artists .
to be worthy and enjoyable examples of pure art? It seems to
me a person by this definition
would not, since by and large most
lyrics on most hip-hop albums are
offensive to someone. If you are
so quick to label me, then I beg of
you to think twice before calling
me out for labeling.others.
Since I have packaged all that.
I have to say into nice little bundles
to make my life simple rread: sarcasm]I think I shall go off and be
politically correct and listen to all
of my CDs that apparently suck:
But seriously, I would like to
thank Cutler for his response and
extend. an honest invitation for him
to write articles on this topic in the·
future if he so chooses. His
knowledge is quite extensive, and
that cannot be ignored. We shall
remain at a disagreement on some
issues, but hopefully those can be
left to personal differences. Once
again Jason, thanks for writing in.
P.S. - and just for the record,
I never bought the new Eminem
CD, or any Eminem CD for that
matter ...

I

Student makes call to a·ction
We are a iesuit university. As
I think some of our studenls are half of our community. Tell the ·
such we must.hold ourselves to having trouble believing.that at this world we are not just talk, but we
certain standards. Recently, the point. While Sodexho Marriott is are men and women who· act on
student body has brought ques- busy rpistreating prisoners and their their beliefs.
tions to the forefront as to if we own workers, Xavier's administraThere are two roads that can be
are living up to these standards .. tion has sat idly by, not speaking taken. One is easy. We can be like
The object of these questions has out, let alone acting in opposition. ·all the other universities and igto do with the moral and .ethical
If Father Graham wants to make nore what it means to support
implications of supporting an immediate impact on the univer- Sodexho Marriott because it is
Sodexho Marriott.
sity, this is his chance. He is pre- conv~nient. Or we can choose the
"Xavier's mission is to educate. sented the opportunity to make a road less traveled and though it
Our essential activity is the inter- statement. He can stand up and will not be easy, find a new food
action of students and faculty in proudly say Xavier is above the provider, or design a way to be our
an educational experience charac- actions of Sodexho Marriott. He own food provid~r. I pray, Father
terized by critical thinking and ar- can assert we do not condone these Graham, that you have the
ticulate expression with specific at- actions and we as a university will strength to choose the road less
tention given to ethical issues and not stand for them.
traveled because it can make all ·
values." This is a direct quote from
This is my call to action! No · the difference.
Xavier's mission statement' as more silence! No more quiet accep-Nick Mueller
listed on our Web site; It claims that tance! Father Graham, if you are the
Class of OJ'
our educational experience will leader, if you are the man I hope
maintain "attention . . . to ethical you are, speak up. The students are
issues and values."
· begging you to take a stand on be-
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Activists too active
Again and again, Xavier's
Another problem se.ems to be the
campus has been the stage for issue of incarceration itself. Prison is
various "so.cial activist" activi- not seen as the answer. This smacks
ties. Again and again, one sees of hypocrisy: These same people who
the s~me people in a seemingly. claim to be on the side of the poor are
desperate attempt to make "soci- over.looking the fact that poor areas
ety" care about every remote is- are the most victimized by crime.
sue in the world (termed "raising Turning criminals loose will only esconsciousness"). Again and calate crime problems in povertyagain, The Newswire has pub- .stricken areas and exacerbate the other
lished editorial. after editorial social problemstherein. Criminal ac(read: propaganda) by these ac- tivity dissuades investment in povertytivists. Judging by the chalk graf- stricken areas, perpetuating poverty
fiti about the: academic mall, I and creating more crime; Removing
would guess the Sodexho prison criminals is a first step, when comissue is the hot topic amongst the bined with increasing educational and
issue mongers right now.
. employment opportunities, to break
The apparent key issue is that the cycle of poverty.
Of course, these social activists
of private prisons. I have yet to
hear why private prisons are bad don't live in poverty. They just like to
things in and of themselves. Far pretend to for a week while exploitbetter for private industry, re- ing the publicity their stunts generate
sponding. to competitiqn, to to get on a soapbl?x and promote their
handle our prison system in an own political agenda. Since these
efficient way while stimulating people want to see prisons abolished,
the economy than for_ the govern- perhaps they .can volunteer their
ment to waste more tax dollars homes as shelters for criminals. I'm
on Hiltons with better cable plans sur.e that living with murderers, rapand weight rooms than those of ists, robbers and various other exthis university. Prison should not. amples of the scum of the earth will
be a fun experience. The rehabili- only further convince them we really
tative effect of prison should be . don't need prisons in this nation after
to make the prisoner so dislike in- all.· ·
-Aaron Barr
carceration that he/she will not
Class of '03
commit further crimes for fear of
returning to prison.

THE

LOVE

The Williams College of Business

lnvites all students to a· presentation
"Lessons from the Bicycle Industry:
At the Helm of Trek and Spe~ialized"
Mr. Thomas 'L. Albers
Fonner President,-Trck Bicycle Company
Fonner President & CEO, Specialized Bikes

I

Thursday, April 5th
11:30 a.m. -12:30 p.m.
CBARoom2

DOG

While pondering what to write
I think too often the conception of
about this week, I came to a dis- being hard and not giving a damn
turbing conclusion: people suck. about anyone else is fostered in soci- ·
This was such a nice thought, it ety. It's almost like we are taught from
forced me to retreat to t~e privacy an early age that self-reliance and deof my personal kegerator and terminism will get you anywhere.
drown my.sorrows with som~ ice This may be true, but not when you
cold Pabst.
have to couple this belief with the feelI don't know what prompted ing that you need to screw everyone·
me to come to this realization. else.
Maybe it was the recent rash of
Looking out for other people does
school shootings .in the last few not make us softies, but makes us con-.
weeks.
Or
scious of the fact
maybe it was
that we need everylistening to
one else around us
"~
in order to survive ·
that
Rage
Against the
and live a fuli life.
Machine CD
We are not islands
that made me
unto ourselves.
uncari~g
empathize
However indepenwith various
dent we may be,
left-wing
and however fogroups fightcused we are on
ing for democracy in Mexico for whatever goal is in· front of us, we.
some soul named Paco who is must never be either too afraid or too
probably a worker. Perhaps it uncaring to lend a hand to the dude in
was the realization people tend need of a lift.
to relate sensitivity to being PC,
The other day, I witnessed somearid stupid remarks to being thing spectacular. I've never seen it
"anti-PC."
before. This guy just lent a total
What contributed to this de- stranger in the check-out line money
linquency of thought? What va- that he, most likely, doesn't expect to
pid demon of irritability had at- get back. This random act of kindtached its claws to my brain? ness totally blew my mind, and.I was
Why did .I? ...· and then it hit me! struck by a thought: what if everyone
The answer was, of course, right ·just did one r.a.o.k. for a total
in front of me. Peopie suck be- stranger? Yeah, I know, it's a semicause we are, by nature, selfish corny principle and there was a movie
and self-absorbed. This is a based on this premise. But, think of
double-edged sword. We hurt the possibilities. In one second you
othe·rs bec_ause not only are we. could go from a total stranger to the
focused on ourselves and fail to chairman of happiness for someone.
see those around us but also beWhat if we did try this out? What
cause we make a conscious deci- if we tried to do one nice thing for·
sion to not look outside our- someone? Would it hurt us tremenselves: We are content to sit back dously? Would we .......... ?
and not.do anything for anyone
Pardon the sudden ending. The
else in the stream of life, drown- Love Dog just lost consciousness. It
ing or floating, sinking or swim- seems the Pabst really knocked his ass
ming ..
out.

--------...!...---·--------·il
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----------------------must never be
either too afraid or
too
to lend
a hand ... "

Weeld\i Casl11'rizes:
$100.00 1st place
$ ;o.oo lttb place .
Fittal Casl1 Prizes:
$1;00.00 1st place
$ ;oo.oo lttb place
~e<"jinS'

febv-vav-y 15th {oY
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Forest Fair Mall 2nd Level Parking Garage .
513-671-2881ext. 3 For More Info

18 & Up All 3 Bars
Thursday & Sunday
18-20 Underground
ONLY Friday &
Saturday

.
x
.
.
______________________ DOORS OPEN AT 9PM
All Covers & Specials May Change With Manager Discretion
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-JUST
VISITINC.

DO YOU WANT TO
WIN TICKETS?
.WIN TWO COMPLIMENTARY TICKETS TO
THE PREVIEW OF "JUST VISITING".
ON APRIL 2 AT 7:30 P.M.
Email your name and number to 11ewswireads.@yahoo.co111
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#1 Summer Job
$6.25/hr base rate for most positions. PLUS the
best bonus plan in the industry - an- extra $1/hr!
Dozens of different types of jobs: bar.tender,
ride operator, lifeguard, sales, hotel staff.
Even internships for college. What's right for you?

#1 Amusement.Park
You call this work? Unlimited access to the
over 150 rides and attractions of the best
park on the plan.et. Free tickets for friends,
and after-hours parties with the rest of
. the 4,000 summer staff.

#1 Coasters

you

knc:»W th..at· iftt1e·

.:;:Di'h.side ·that· sa.ys ·"1-.cari't;'?· ·
.,.·,,:t;;~·:i;~ summer···
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What other job offers the best coasters in the
world? 14 in all - including Millennium ForcelM
America's tallest and fastest!

# 1 Place to Click!
Now taking applications online
at cedarpointcom
·
• Visit the site for FAQs
and photos. ·
• Chat by e-mail with a
· campus ambassador.
Call 1·800·668-JOBS
for more information.

Bring your"can-do" attitude to Camp Challenge. Where
you'll get pa(d to learn how to become a leader and acquire
skills thafll help you meet the challenges you'll face in your
career; Apply today at tfleArmy_ROTC'department, with no
obligation. Before
... .
.
:

:\·i.:I{, .

tells you to take a vacation~

ARMY ;8t)1C\U~like any other college course you can ..·

~.~\\;~;(-:e:·,,, .· .

l\tWlI\'.:

that·J~ice

·".:Fir information visit St Barbara Hall
OfCqll

745-1962.

EOE. Bonuses are paid to employees after they fulfill their Employment Agreements.
Low cost housing and Internships available for quallfled appl\cants.
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>-Joe Angolia, Editor
>-Sports Desk: 745-2878
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All-Tourney Team
Seniors Nicole Levandusky
and Taru Tuukkanen were named
to the 2001 NCAA Mideast Region All-Tournament team.
Levandusky and Tuukkanen
were. instrumental. i~ leading
Xavier to their first Elite Eight
appearance in school history.
Joining XU's duo on the AllTournament team were Purdue's
Kelly Komara and Camille Cooper and Jia Perkins of Texas
Tech. Komara walked away with
the Mideast Region's Most Outstanding Player award.
While the season has ended
for the women's.basketball team,
the year isn'.t quite over for
Levandusky who will participate
in the ESPN College Slam Dunk
three-point competition on
Thursday at Minnesota. The ·
event will be aired Saturday on
. ESPN ~t 1:30 p.m.

Tennis action .
Both the men's and women's
teams were in action this past
week, hosting a doubleheader
against Toledo on March 24.
The men didn't fare so well
in the opening match of the
doubleheader, falling to Toledo
4-3. Junior Rob Bakker, senior
Kyle·Bates and sophomore Scott
Triplett accouted for XU's lone
singles wins.
.The women fared much better in the second installment, defeating Toledo 5-2 and improving their record ~9 10-7. XU got
singles wins from senior Natalie
Palmenter and juniors Emily
Senich, Beth Abraham and
Kerrie Kramer.

Lacrosse news
The Xavier Men's Lacrosse
team is off to a 4-0 start this
Spring to follow up a 5-3 Fall
season. Junior Tripp Wade has
taken over presidential responsibilities from senior team captains
Brian Derhake and Ben LeSar.
Last weekend the Muskies
beat Kentucky 13-3 and Dayton
5-3 largely due to the impressive
defensive performances of freshmen Curt Huxel and R.J. Maute
and juniors Rich Bendelewski
and Nick "The Flex" Germann.
As always, the defense was an~
chored by M. V.P. sophomore
goalie Chris "Stonewall" Kohler.
This weekend the team will-be
playing for a spot in th~ national
tournament'as they head to Oxford to face Miami and Ohio University. Victory will rest largely
on the shoulders of freshman
midfield sensation Michael
"Mookie" Wilson.

Rugby news
On March 24, the Xavier
rugby team rolled over visiting
Bowling Green's "C" side, 25-0.
The Muskies received tries from
sophomores Derek Barclay and
Dustin Nye and freshman Dan
Arbeznick. XU hits the road this
weekend to take on Southeastern
Louisiana State.
-Joe Angolia
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Purdue ends elite season
BY SEAN O'BRIEN

earlier than they would have liked.
· Xavier c·ame out shooting the
All good things must come ·to
ball well as they scored their first
12 points on three-pointers. Unforan end. For the Xavier women's
tunately, the hot shooting that had
basketball team, that is exactly
. become a staple of this year's team
what happened this past Monday
night.
would not hold up for the entire 40
minutes of play and the Musketeers'
After knocking off heavily favored Tennessee in the previous
came up a little short against Purdue
(30-6). The Musketeers shot 44
·round of 16, the Musk~teers came
percent from the field for the game,
up a little short against No. 3seeded Purdue and lost 88-78,
though they were shooting 52 permissing out on a ticket to·the Final
.
cent on the year.
Four.
There \Vere a lot of factors that
Obviously, the loss was disapmade.a difference Monday night in
pointing, but it by no means puts a
·Xavier's loss, the foost significant
thing· of. which .their foul .trouble.
damper on their outstanding sea- .
Phillips and Levandusky were.
son. Before the season started, noforced to sit the majority of the first .
body would have guessed the Mushalf after picking up two early fouls
keteers would've had as successapiece. ·
ful a seasorr as they did.
XU was still in good shape at the
The team faced some adversity
bef~re the season even started Joshalf, despite playi11g without the
. ing four players due to injury. It
.two of them, as well as shooting the
ball poorly, trailing by two points.
was anyone's guess as to how
The Musketeers came ou_t of
much success the Musketeers were
halftime
and looked like the team
going to have this season.
What did occur .was the most
they had .been all season and
successful season in Xavier basket-·
jumped out to 47-39 lead after an.
ball history. The team finished the
early 13-5 run. Purdue would battle
back, though, and Xavier's foul
year with a 31-3 record and was
trouble would haunt them again.
the first Xavier team to ever· ad-··
vance into the Elite Eight of the
·With a little o.ver nine minutes
· remaining in the game and holding
NCAA Tournament.
The main thing that kept Xavier
onto a three-point lead, Phillips was
fans' hopes alive was the returnwhistled for her fourth foul on a
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOLIA
ing senior class of Taru Sophomore Amy Waugh provided a spark for the M·usketeers ·· ·
very questionable call. Foul or no
Tuukkanen, Jennifer Phillips, during their 80-65 win over Tennessee in the Sweet 16, scoring
foul, the call stood and Purdue got
the ball back and made another.
Nicole Levandusky, Jennifer Parr 14 points and dishing out five assists in the game.
three-pointer to tie the game at 58.
and Erin Hall. These five seniors
a powerhouse like Tennessee.
Sophomore Amy.Waugh scored 14
After that controversial call--~II played critical roles in this
After ousting Tennessee, it be- points and dished out five assists. against Phillips and a huge threeseason's record-setting year.
Replacing these five seniors came apparent that XU was for real Sophomore Reetta Piipafi scorecl IO · pointer by Purdue, the momentum
· switched over to Purdue for the rest
won't be an easy task as they close all along and deserved some na- to go along with six assists.
Without a doubt, this was one of of the game as they made their free
· the book on a 98-29 record after tional recognition.
four years.
Xavier came out ready to play the biggest victories in the history throws down the stretch to clinch
and went on an early 11-2 run that of women's basketball. And for the . the victory. For the game the Boil-·
gave them a 21-11 lead. This early first time ever, the Musketeers gar- ermakers were 28-32 from the line.
XAVIER 80, TENNES,SEE 65
Give all the credit to Purdue,
This past Saturday the Muske- run ana the ability t~ not let Ten- nered some national recognition,
teers did the unthinkable; they beat nessee take control helped Xavier · ·knoc.:king off the No. I-seeded Lady whose senior class won the national
national powerhouse Tennessee to take a 40-36 lead at the half.
Vols and advancing to the Elite title as sophomores. They were the
The second half was more of the Eight for the first time in school his- better team on this night and deforce them to their earliest exit
· .. serve the ticket to the Final Four. ·
from the NCAA Tournament since same, the Musketeers were able to tory.
1994.
Tuukkanen led the way for
hold on and not surrender to the
PURDUE 88, XAVIER 78.
Xavier with 23 points and nine reThe Lady Vols did not intimi- 'Lady Vols. There were five ties and
. Coming' off a tremendous vie- bounds. Levandusky scored 19
date Xavier, and it showed. As a a few more instances where the lead
shock to many, including Tennes- was only one point, but XU never •toryoverTennessee,theMusketeers points and grabbed 10 rebounds.
see head coach Pat Summit, the · trailed Tennessee in the second half. had one mor.e obstacle in their way Parr scored 14 and Phillips added
Musketeers were looking forward
Down the stretch the Musketeers of a trip to the Final Four. The No. 12 for the Musketeers.
to playing the Lady Vols.
shot 8-14 from the line·to extend 3-seeded P_urdue Boilermakers
were that obstacle and they weren't
The main reason for this, said their margin of victory to 15.
Levandusky led the scoring at- going to go down easy. In fact, they
Xavier head coach Melanie
Balcomb, was the Musketeers tack with 19 points. Phillips scored didn't go down at all and ended the
wanted to see if they belonged with 17,while Tuukkanen added 12. Musketeers' season a few games
Asst. Sports Editor .
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Wednesday, March28

Saturday, March31

Tuesday, April 3

•Baseball vs. K~ntucky
at 3 p.m.
•Men's tennis vs. Morehead
State at 3 p.m.

•Baseball vs. Detroit Mercy
at 11 a.m. *
•Men's tennis vs. George
w.ashington at 1o a.m.
•vyomen's tennis vs. Bowling
Green at noon .
•Men's golf at Johnny Owens
Invitational #

•Baseball vs. Eastern Kentucky
at 3 p.m.

•Women's tennis vs. Indiana
State at 3 p.m.

Friday, March 30
•Baseball vs. Butler
at 3 p.m. *
•Men's golf at Johnny Owens
Invitational #

Wednesday, April 4
•Baseball vs. Ohio at 3.p.m.
•Men's tennis vs. Wright State
at 3 p.m.
•Women's tennis vs. Dayton
at 3 p.m.

Sunday, April 1
•Baseball vs. Dayton at 3 p.m.
•Men's tennis vs. Duquesne
at 10 a.m.

*

*games to be played in
Richmond, Ind.
# invitational at Lexington, Ky.
Home baseball games take
place at Hayden Field.
Home games are in bold

GAME
of the

WEEK
· BASEBALL VS. KENTUCKY

today at Hayden Field
at3p.m.
Things don't get any better today for the baseball
team, who has to play host
to the SEC's Kentucky Wildcats. The first students in attendance will be given a
megaphone. Students will
also have a chance to register for a gift certificate to
Dana's.

...
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Muskies find little· success on road
•

.

•

•

.
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Baseball drops -s~x games on· most rece.nt road trip,

return~

home today

BY ANTHONY MOSKO

'contribute most of Miami's offense RBI provided the only offense for
in a three-run fifth inning; only one the Musketeers on the afternoon.
After los(ng three of their last of Miami's four runs was actually
TEMPLE 4, XAVIER 1
nine borne games, the Xavier base- earned. Senior pitcher Matt Raih (0ball team (7-18) found no comfort . 5) gave up just one.earned run, but
The third and final game of the
on the road, dropping their next six . was issued the loss.
Musketeers' three-game set with
games to Butler, Mtami (Ohio) and
Temple was not as out of reach as
TEMPLE 29,..XAVIER 12
the others. Down just two runs in
Temple. Other than the third game
In baseball, 12 runs should nor- the eighth inning, Dines singled,
vs. Temple, the Musketeers were
unable to provide. sufficient run- mally be·enough of an offensive ef- followed by sophomore Eric
production to salvage the road trip. fort to win, but the Temple bats just Greenwell's walk to move Dines
wouldn't stop. The Owls put up 29 into scoring position. When the
runs and 18 hits on the Xavier pitch- Owls' third baseman, Kyle
BUTLER 6, XAVIER 4
When it really counted in the top ing staff as the Musketeers went Sweppenhiser, mishandled a
of the ninth, Xavier wasn't able to through four pitchers, unable to settle Brenning hit; Dines was able to
get it done at the plate. Down by · the Owls at the plate.
put the Musketeers on the board ..
just two runs with one out, senior
Home runs by sophomores Kevin
In the last inning; however, the
Ty Brenning's §ingle followed by Cave andMarkAndres in the sixth Musketeers posed n'o threat to
freshman Russ E,eyes' base-hit put provided the bulk of ttie Musketeers' Temple's Greg Powell who sat the ·
run~ers,,on firstr!~nd second. How- six runs in the inning. Senior Jeff Xavier hitters down in order to
ever, a g;~'·· %% t and a str'
Crandell
.....
........ also hit a two-run blast in earn his first win of the season .
.,w~en Temple already owned
ended the
Powell threw a complete game,
a.vding lead. Brenning, Sues tossing eight strikeouts and allowr.i!U~H~,!U<-t?tilit~
·
'
e 'e11ch went two for three at . ing just five hits.
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY JACKSON GOODNIGHT
e,,/''fdr Xavier.
.
Senior Matt Raih was credited with the loss in the Musketeers' 4· MIAMI 16, XAVIER 4
1 loss to Miami (Ohio) despite allowing just one earned run. The
Miami tacked on six runs in the
Musketeers
will be in action today at 3 p.m. against Kentucky at
tgame, the second inning off sophomore
Hayden
Field.
, tim to an on- · pitcher Kevin Crowley (0-1) and
offense, 16-2. The never looked back,. blistering the inning, but it wasn't enough to save Xavier must face Miami and Butthe Musketeers in Tuesday's ler again at home (both have yet
was the only inning Musketeers, 16-4.
to Jose to Xavier) along with a very
, e Owls did not score, but
Miami's Zach Schmidt matchup vs. the RedHawks.
talented UK team who remains a
smacked a three-run shot in the
1 . mpensated with 10 runs in the
perennial SEC power with a re:
UP NEXT
, ext three .innings. Cave (0-3) gave second to open the flood gates on
The Musketeers find themselves spectable 11-14 record.
·''up 14 earned runs and nine hits to the Xavier pitching staff.
Cave and Dines each had two- stuck 11 games below .500 with
Temple ..
Junior Ed Bongard's and Reyes' run RBI singles in a four-run sixth more difficulty on the horizon.
Sports Writer
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Tanning

.

"-

The New Contempor~ry Salon
W e offer la test technology Tanning Beds.
Come in and experience the powe.r of Hi~h Performance Tanning!

Relax

Look Great

Feel Good

----------------------------------------Present this coupon and save
Pres.ant this coupon and save
"

I
I
I
I
I

$.5.00 OFF

any 1a visit package at regular
: price with or without a facial tanner
I Valid with coupon only. Not valid
I
with any other offer or coupon'.
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

---------------------

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
any lotion product at regular price. I
I
I Valid with coupon only. Not valid
I
I . with any o~her offer or coupon.
I
I
I
I
I
---~----~~-------·----

10°/o OFF

Convenie~tlylocat~d 'minutesfrom Xavier in Mt. Loo~·Out.squarJ._
From Xavier
· .....
·,
we are locat'ed at 3195 Linwood Ave. Take Dana Ave cro.ss ov.er
Madison Rd. to Observatory. Take a right on Linwood Ave go
stralght into Mt. Lookout square. We are behind one Eyed Jacks.
Pull ln by CVS Pharmacy and go around the back of building.

(.513) 871- 0999
In Mt. Lookout Square 3195 Linwood Avenue in rear of building

Cooperative Education
INFORMATION SESSION
MONDAY, April 2, 2001
1:30 to 2:45 p.m.
WCB,Room 17
• Learn about the Cooperative Educatipn
·
·Program
.('>
• Meet a current co-op employer
• Talk to a co~op student
• Brochures available
For more information, contact:
Ms. Renee Ruwe
WCB, 2nd floor. Tel: 745-4869
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---'Spy Kids' a surprising treat

il!WiillilRlllllUUllllRUAI

THIS UNLIKELY HIT PROVES ENTERTAINING FOR EVERYONE -

EVEN THE -ADULTS.

Piano ser,ies

BY JULIE SMALLWOOD
Granted, from .this plot
The Xavier University Piano
Contributing Writer
summary a college student
and Guitar Series i's offering a
. So, you may ask, "What is a col~ would 'find it djfficult to
performance by classical pianist
lege newseaper doing covering a determine the appeal. It
Gayle Martin Henry..
children's movie for its mature and tends to sound more like.
. The performance is Sunday,
educated readers?" Well, l can really Mary-Kate and Ashley
April i, at 2:3.0 p;m~. at the Cinonly offer one rational explanation Olsen rather than James
Cinnati Art Museum in the· the~
Bond,· but its cheesiness
for such a query ... because it's cool.
ater.
The film, "Spy Kids" is a surpris- does not make the film less
Henry is scheduled to perform
ingly witty and highly entertaining appealing. The fact that the
.pieces from Mozart,.Beethoven,
· piece of cinema that should embrace movie acknowledges its
Chopin and Vil'ia-Lobos.
all ages. With its exceptional cast and unbelievability (and alAll undergraduate students
hilarious script, the film delivers cute- most emphasizes i.t) makes
are admitted free of charge with
ness tantamo_unt to that of a pudgy it all the more entertaining.
a valid l.D. Regular tickets are
little baby you just want to take home The writers weren6t trying
$16 and $18.
to write a serious'spf moVi'e
with you and love. .
The film begins with the daily lives that suitable folctilldren,
of two of the world's best spies, they were frying to make
·Gregorio (Antonio Banderas) and "Spy Kids" a funny film
PHOTO COURTESY OF DIMENSION FILMS
The Cincinnati. Symphony Ingrid Cortez (Carla Gugino), who that would appeal to child r e n The spy kids embark on an adventure to rescue their parents.
Orchestra is hosting a concert by retired to settle
with its
Ameriean pianist Terrence Wil- down together
·slapstick and able (and I do mean amazingly the realities of bills, balancing a
and raise a fam. son.
colorful charac- adorable) meekness of Daryl Sapara checkbook ~nd voting for a presiThe .main piece being per- ily. After nine
ters, and to their as little brother Juni. The talented dent, anyone who W<\tches "Spy
formed is Prokofiev's "Piano years of d.omesparents with· its Cumming gives a great perfor- Kids" can easily be transformed
tici ty, they are
Concerto No. 3 in C Major."
··wit and posi- mance as the mastermind· Floop, back into a second grader, espePerformances runfn;>m March lured back into
tive message.
proving more and more what a ver- cially with such- humor as futuris29-31. Shows begin at 7:30 p.m. actio'n ·by one
The
cast satile actor he really is. And what tic toilets that announce, "Now
on March 29 and al 8 p.m. on last mission -to
adds a great adult could not chuckle when they flushing your poop."
March 3o and 31 : Concertgoers find former col- ·
But, the creative script does mandeal to the "Spy see 'Cheech Marin walk through the
who
attending the March 29 concert leagues
age to leave just enough intellimay attend a complimentarY. buf- have been kidnapped by Fegan Floop . Kids" experience as well. The door as Juni and Carmen's uncle?
This is a great movie for kids to gence for us "mature" folk before
fet dinner beginning at 6: 15 p.m. (Alan Cumming), a demented televi- adults can relish in the viewing pleasion. host. But they too are captured sure of Banderas and Gugino, while see, it's a great movie for parents to we resort to finger-painting and
in the lobby of the Music Hall.
Tickets range from $12-$49 and there are only two people who the children can side with their de~ see with their kids, and it's a great eating the paste.
arid are available by phone at can save them and the world: their termined independence that Alexa movie for adults who are eternally
Vega ex,udes as Carmen .or the ador- young at heart. Despite knowing
381-3300. Student tickets are ·children, Carmen and Juni.
$10 the week of the concert. Up
to two tickets may be purchased
X A V I E R
T H E
R U N
B A N D S
ON
with each valid I.D.

Symphony·

Hip Shot Blueh

'

Photography
The Cincinnati Art .Museum
is hosting a talk by Keith Carter.
As part of the 2001 Lightborne
Contemporary Photography Lecture Series, Carter will be speaking on popular culture, folklore
and religion as they relate to his
work.
The lecture ·is Thursday,
March 29 at7 p.m. in the auditorium.
This presentation is free and
open to the general public.

ARr
The Cincinnati Playhouse
Marx Theatre season continues
with "ART," which runs March
18-April 20.
Tickets for "ART" are on sale
now. Prices range from $29-$41,
depending on day and seat location. All tickets are $26 for the
preview performances at 7 p.m.
Sunday, March 18; 7 p.m. Tuesday, March 20; and 8 p.m.
Wednesday, March 21.
·For tickets to "ART" or for
more information, call the Playhouse Box Office at 421-3888.
Tickets can also be purchased at
www.cincyplay.com.

FORGET MAJOR LABELS· AND TAKE-A LOOK AT WHAT TALENT IS BREWING RIGHT HERE·AT XAVIER
BY MIKE KOHLBECKER
Diversions Editor

Xavier bands don't get enough
credit. Take XU's hap.py-go-lucky
Hip Shot Blueh. This hard-working
fivesome deserves some of your time
and an open ear.
Hip Shot Blueh is composed of XU
students Eric Br'ass, Matt Eckerle and
Gina Kohlhepp, plus Zach Holbrook
and Ron Gerdes.
The band released Forgive us for
being overly excited last ·November. Appropriately named,
the CD bounds
along 13 acoustic-driven tracks
. reminiscent of
Dave Matthews, .
Rusted Root

and Phish-esque bands.
Several adjectives come to mind
when defining the sound of Hip
ShotBlueh. "Upbeat" and "happy"
instl).ntly come to mind. Even spiteful songs such as "Annie" carry an
air of light-heartedness as is evi. dent in the lyrics: "I like pizza I I
like ice cream I I like recess I but I ·
don't like you."
Hip Shot Blueh's strongest asset is the wonderous harmonies created by vocalist
Zach Holbrook
and
Gina
Kolhepp. The
chemistry adds
unmeasurable
depth to songs
like
"Today·
Song" and "No
Worries."

Here is your
chance to support a
Xavier band. Tomorrow night, the.
band will be appearing
at
the
Barrelhouse Brewery downtown. If
th.e live show is
anything like the
CD, it will be a spectacle to see.
For more information,
email
band@hipshotblueb.
com, or visit the
Web
site
at
www.hip;hotblue.com.

·O New Releases O

Xavier's own Hip Shot Blueh's CD, Forgive
us for being overly excited is available at
www.hipshotblueh.com.

live Wires
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The following discs are due for release on or before March 27 ...

.

'

Tupac, Until the End of Time (lnterscope) ... Buckcherry, Time Bomb.
(Dream Works) ... Shawn Colvin, Whole New You (Columbia) ... The Living
End, Roll On (Reprise) ... Pearl Jam, Domestic Bootlegs: Second Leg (Epic)
... Train, Drops ofJupiter (Columbia) ... Clay Walker, Say No More (Giant) ... Ghetto Twiin, Got It 011 My Mind (Virgin) ... Hotbox, Lickity Split
(The Telegraph Company) ...
... all dates are tentative.

Wednesday, March 28

Saturqay, March 31

Tesla
@Bogart's

Sarah Brightman
@ The Cintas Center

Friday, March 30

Satur4ay, March 31

Chris Shepherd
@ Burning Desires

Ween·
@Bogart's

.
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A 'Rock' solid DVD experie.nce
THIS REISSUE OF 'THE ROCK' DELIVERS IN EVERY WAY THE ORIGINAL VERSION DIDN'T
Criterion's own L~serdisc (with the. dance of extras along with the film
Contributing .Writer
exception of one minor. missing (a practice for which they are
known). An audio commentary by
The "Criterion Collection" was feature).
known for releasing historically
The Anamorphic widescreen Michael Bay, Jerry Bruckheimer,
.important and classic films on · presentation does an excellent job Nicolas Cage, Ed Harris and Harry
~aserdisc (and now DVD). The
of capturing the look of the film as Humphries is first up. The comcompany broke with thatfr~dition, it was presented in theaters. Much ments have been edited together
though, when they released two of th.e action takes place in dimly- and the track is interesting at times,
.Michael Bay films, "The Rock" lit corridors or dark tunnels. Black but with so many participants, a
and "A~mageddon" to. disc. Crite- · level on the DVD is superb, and the live group commentary might have.
rion justiffod thi release of the twci. · bright colors, when visible, shine been better.
The-remainder of the extras can
"popcorn flicks;' by saying they through. There is a bit of film grain
were part of the summer block~ here and there, along with a few im~ be found on Disc 2. Numerous
buster genre. "The Rock" and "Ar" . perfections inherent· in the source video supplements are presented
mageddon" are certainly summer material, but the problems are few here including a video interview
blockbusters,
· and far · be- with Jerry Bruckheimer, special effects featurettes, excerpts from Se-.
but they hardly
tween.
qualify as "clasThe audio, crets of Alcatraz (about the real
sic" ·or "histori~
for the most _prison), outtakes, storyboards and
cally imporpart, is a treat as trailers and TV spots. The lone misstant." You can
well. Dolby ing extra from the previous Criteargue the merits
Digital and DTS rion Laserdisc is a milk commerof the films all
mixes are avail- cial directed by Michael Bay. The
. able. The Dolby .. extras that are on Disc 2 total about
you want, but.
when it comes
mix gets the an hour and a half worth of materight down to it,
edge with stron- · rial, but much of the supplemental
Criterion knew
.
ger surrounds . section is not very interesting. The .
how to produce a great Laserdis~ and directional effects', as well as special effects featurettes are very
. (and they have continued those tal- just a bit mofe power all around .. brief, and most of the extras leave
ents on DVD). "The Rock" is The DTS mix is adequate; but the . you wanting more. The extras are
Criterion's most recent release, and. Dolby mix is more pleasing over~· certainly an improvement over the
it certainly is a good product.
all. One minor note about the DTS · previous DVD edition of "The
The new DVD edition.of "The mix deals with the way it decodes Rock" (that disc didn't contain any
Rock" essentially replaces the pre- on the DVD player. It reads "2ch" extras), but they may not get too
vious Criterion Laserdisc, as well rather than. the normal "6ch," but much replay even by fans of the
as the original Buena Vista DVD. your receiver should decode it nor- film.
This two-disc set improves on the mally, so this doesn't seem to adIf you enjoy the film and you
Buena Vista release in every way, versely affect the sound. ·
want to own it on DVD, then the
and it .is just about the same as
Criterion has provided an abun- new Criterion edition is definitely

BY MICHAEL RIESEN BECK
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COURTESY OF CRITERION COLLECTION

the way to go. It is a complete improvement over the original DVD
and it is the same as Criterion's
laserdisc (but thankfully $80 dollars cheaper). Still, this package is

E

not perfect and ml;ly leave some fans
of the film disappointed.

W

A heartbreaking affair
SIGH, THE TRADGEDY THAT OCCURS .WHEN GOOD ACTORS MAKE BAD MOVIES
BY ADAM ZIEMKIEWICZ

All the signs were there. Max ·separation no longer feas.ible.
Contrib11ti11g .Writer
(Sigourney Weaver) marries men for
Fast forward to Palm Beach. The
,A chorus is heard singing "Ave money. She uses her daughter Page women search out another victim
Maria" as the camera spans over a (Jennifer Love Hewitt) to seduce and stumble upon the .tobacco
church steeple, into the choir loft, the men into a divorce settlement magnate William Tensy, played
revealing a. marble carving that (it is important to note, the first we with perfect comic sensibility by
reads: "For what s'hall profit a man ·see of her is her short-skirted derri- the chain-smoking Gene Hackman.
if he gain the whole world and lose . ere). After duping Dean- (Ray Weaver dons a Russian accent,
his soul?" I- should have known Liotta) into giving them monef', while Hewitt becomes his maid.
there would be an attempt at mo- , Page wants to go on her own. But The con is set up. However, Page,
rality hidden beneath this black the IRS comes down hard on the still intent on her independence,
comedy.
mother-daughter duo, making the wants to seduce her own man. En-

The mother-daughterteam works on another victim in MGM's "Heartbreakers'.'

ter Jason Lee as the beach-worn . large member, to a dead man with a
good guy-next _door, Jack.
large member, to Liotta with a frost-·
From the second Jack enters the bitten member. Sadly, it doesn't get
screen, the outcome is obvious. much better than this ..
The screenThe writer
play fails by
has managed to
hide a movie
,, .•·.•
with a moral
uncreative
about
money
"8eaf1tpreaker~·~
story line from
and the matters
,, Newswire .:~.ting:.
here on. out.
·or the hear! be. Starring: SigourneyWeaver,.
The relation7
hind a con-art··
Jennifer Love Hewitt, Ray .
ship isn't alist premise, aliio\ta, Gene Hacki:nan,Jason
lowed to dethough
he
Le,e , .··· .
.
velop. One
doesn't
deI\iPAA Rad11g: PG~I 3
second Page is
velop the char,:_,
threatening
acters enough.
Jack with a
The audience
high-heel to his nether regions, the feels conned into watching a love
next second she is kissing him on story and not a very good one.
the beach as they look at stars.
If given more focus, Weaver and
The plot implies twists and Hewitt could possibly have unturns. However, because of the con- leashed whatever comic. sensibilitinual. focus on ·Hewitt's struggle ties they possess, rather than unwith love, the· pace of the movie Ieash i ng their cleavage and tight
slows to a predictable crawl.
clothing. In this cast!, you grow to
The movie is saved from disas- hate the mother for restraining her
ter through wonderful comic turns daughter while despising the
by Hackman, Liotta, cameos from daughter for being so weepy.
Sarah Silv'erman, Kevin Nealon
So much potential never aland Nora Dunn. However, when lowed to morph into a complete
all reaches finality, the brightest kinetic whole. The moral: one
moinent in the film involves a would best profit by saving one's
crocodile eating a duck.
money.
The jokes tended to run on the
sexual side, fr<,Jm a statue with a

The . lqft)!. -
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why? None of these songs is,
either lyrically or musically,
..._... much different than anything
Rush has ever done. Combined
with the fact that Lee sings vox
on his solo album, as compared
to Geezer Butler.'s solo album a
· few years ago (he was bass for
Black Sabbath);this solo effort
is• practic11Uy indistinguishable
from Rush's latest releases, ·such
as 1997's "Test For Echo."
The only difference is Alex
GeddyLee
Lifeson
is not playing guitar.
My Favorite Headache
and
Neff
Peart is not on drums.
(Atlantic) ·· ~
These guys were and are an integral part of Rush, as their.musicianship is superior to what
we're experiencing on this solo
Rushfrontman 's solo
album. While Ben Mink (guicareer proves to be the
tar) and Cameron do an entirely
same old same old
capable job, they just aren't
Geddy Lee's My Favorite Head- . Lifeson and Peart. Lyrically, Lee
ache is one of those albums that continues to write lyrics that .
you can just put on ·and let it either don't really touch on anything
I. Take you away with the music or more specific than life in gen2. Provide good bac;kground noise. :eral.
As lead singer for over 20 years
Ultimately, if you're a fan of
with the· group Rush, Le.e was. Rush, you shoulcj. like this alknownfor his distinctive voice and bum.. It doesn't quite move like
his superior bass guitar playing. · .· the stuff that Rush did, but, then
This side effort, with former again, nothing ever will.
Soundgarden drummer Matt
·· - Nick-Young,
Cmneron, seems to b~ a collection
Contributing Writer
of scings Lee didn't feel like recording ~ith Rush. The re~! question is

to the reputation of the album
thus far. The sp_ecial .guest count
jumps up two more ticks with
Nas and Prodigy (Mobb Deep)
making an appearance. This is
a really great track ... 'nuf said.
Track 4 absolutely confuses
me, though. Fred Durst lends
his lyrical, um, meanderings to
this song, "Them Girls." At first,
I thought someone had switched
the CD on me when I had gone
to the bathroom. Could this perRun D.M.C.
haps be from the "Go"
Crown Royal
soundtrack? In order not to of(BMG/Arista)
fend anyone, I will leave my
comments only to this: no thank
you.
Kid Rock, Everlast, Stephen
Hail, hail, the kings are
Jenkins (Third Eye Blind), Sugar
back
Ray, Chris Davis, Jagged Edge,
Run D.M.C.'s new album sees Fat Joe and Method Man all pop
the return of the kings of hip-hop in to say "hi" on this record,
· after a 12 year hiatus. After listen- knocking· the final guest tally
ing to this disc, I think it's safe to up to 12. Solid tracks worthy of
conclude I still believe in monar- noting are l, 3, 9, 11 and 12.
chy.
While the rest are not bad, they
I had heard the album was go- push my limit in accepting what
ing to be largely a "guest album," l enjoy about these royals.
with a big selection of diverse guest
All in all, this is an enjoyappearances (call to mind the most able album. If you are willing
recent Santana disc). This cau- to surrender yourself to the fact
tioned me a bit, but, nonetheless, I that this is not a normal Run
was keyed up.
D.M.C. album, or even a regular
So now the moment of truth: the rap/hip-hop record, you're goverdict. Track 1 sets the stage with ing to be fine. ·If you go into it
a grand sound-scape. .The guest thinking it's a rap record, precount hits one as Jermaine Dupri pare to be confused (especially
makes his appearance. Run D.M.C. by the Steve Miller Band sample
seem to have been able to perfectly in "Take the Money and Run"
take their sound and update it, mak- with Everlast). I would highly
ing it sound 21st century-digital. suggest this as a party album;
The loops that are used still sound there's bound to be something
like they could be played out on a fun for everyone.
little boom box in the park, back in
Run D.M.C. were true piothe '80s ... but with a new, slickly neers in entertainment. Even afproduced flavor. This isn't bad ter 12 years, these legends still
though, and, in fact, is quite enjoy- have me as a loyal subject.
able. However, Dupri's ramblings
·
- Brian Faust,
do get a bit annoying.
Assistant Diversions Editor
Track 2, "Queen's Day," seems
to erase any damage Dupri has done
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ACROSS
1. Slain nurse
6. Angry
9. Frills on a shirt
14. Happen
15.Climber.
16. Christian love
17. Related to a chimp
18~ Prefix
19. Golden times
20. Cathartic
22.Sausage
23. One, two, three, etc.
24. Spruce
26. Type of cigar
30. Designers
34. Pertaining to the third degree
35. Turn the other one!
36. North Chinese Dynasty
37. Augury
38. Husband
39. Biting comment
40. __ Alamos, NM
41. What kind of bird gets worm
42. Male name meaning spear
carrier
43. Dire
45. Relating to the main trunk of
the heart
46. Computer's __
. and bytes
47. Question
48. Bundle of wheat
51. Noggins
57. Desert plant
58. 100 square meters
59. Roman palace
60. Era
61. Used to create roofs
62. Rumors
63. Present Is one
64. Rude
65. Winter vehicles

1,lnthe _ _ _
2. Beige color
3. National Center for Atmospheric
Research (acronym)
4. Drying oil used in varnishes

34
37
40
43

57

60
63

5. Fundamental
6. Type of dress
7. Israel:_-_Aviv
8. Montezuma's revenge
9. Cross in middle of the block
10. A rat
11. The original Roseanne
12. Op of closes
.13. Frivolous mood
21. Digit
25. Leered
26. Reprimand
27.Aswelllng
28. More than hefty
29. Card game
30. Used to express futurity
31. Dark complected
32. _ _lirma
33. A prophetess
35. Sparkle 38. A handle
39. Conceal ·
41. An imposing structure
42. Small gas-powered vehicles
44. Barbed wire barricade
45. Remains of fire
47. Bitter
48. Ella Fitzgerald specially

49. What some frats do
50. Course in supply and demand
52. Mlddle Eastern
53. True
54. Stare at
55. No winner
56. Lip
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. Brand New Center! .Intergenerational programming. Professional suppo~t
from both Mental Health and Early Childhood disciplines. Full Benefits
including health, dental; vacations, tuition aid and inore! Smatl class size
and Professional atmosphere. Ceqter hours run from .6 AM to 7 PM, M-E

.

.

We pride ourselves onour reputation for excellence.. We are currently
interviewing Teachers for Infant, Toddler and Preschool classrooms.
. Requirements include a High School diploma or equivalent and relevant
child care experience. Degree in Early Childhood Education and/ or
CDA strongly preferred. If interested, please send resume and salary
requirements to:

l.

The Children's Home of Cincinnati
~
ATIN: Human Resources
~
Jrel\~
SOSO Madison Road .
. ·
\_
I-I~
Cincinnati, OH 4S227
·
Fax: S27-7317 .
ol Conc•nnat1
E-mail: mhiles@thechildrenshomecinti.org

.
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- Wednesday
March 28th at·· 8ptn
· in the Cintas
Banquet Roorn

First Prize $300

~Free
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We currently have po,sitions avaiiable in each of our service areas.
Learn more online at www.thechildrenshomecinti.org
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·Sponsored by SAC

Bill Snodgrass
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RA Appreciation Day•Wednesday, March 28th, 2001
• Damany Abernathy • Vince Spiert • Marybeth Rusen • Meghan Fahey • Courtni Ball •
Angela Longmeier • Jared Ewbank • Zak Wernecke • Cindy Schmersal • Lucy Voegele •
Liz Otto• Leslie Groh• Jason McCoy• Tami Harden• Brad Lenora• Ramani Hunter•
Dan Evans • Allison Leigh.• Justin Hardy • Erin Haskins • Jason Miles • Jeff Callis •

Thank An

I

•

• Danielle Goodwin • Jake Matig •·Amanda James • Stacie Stark • Sarah Hohl •
.Katie Newman • Trisha Rieskamp • Marth~ Miller • Joe Tyna • Katie Barkley • Andy Owsiak •
Danisha Burnett • Rocio lndacochea • Stacy Kim ·• Cirita Johnson • Aaron Romero •
Sara Winterhalter • Eric Rhodes •Laura· Ricca • Colleen Dwyer • Melaina Neyer • Mike Jones· ·

RA Appreciation Day• Wednesda_y, March 28th, 2001
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BE A PART OF THE TRADITl()N.

All Current Ju.niors ·
and Sophomores
Senior Board is now accepting applications
for 10 current Juniors and 2 Sophomores
to join the 2001~2002 Senior Board
· Applications can now be picked up
at the information desk and at the ·
Stude~t ~ervices Office, and
interview sign ups are available at
· the Student Servic-es Office
Applications are due at the Student
Services Office by Wednesday Aptil 4.
Interviews will be held April 5, 6, 9, and
10. Sign ups are at the Student Services
Office

Call 7 51-8680 with any questions·

WE KNOW YOU SENT IN roux
APPLICATION WEEKS AGO.
AND WB APPJlBCIATE IT.·
.

THE THING IS, WE RECEIVED SO
MANY APPLICATIONS~
IT WILL TAKE US A WEEK OR SO
. TO PERUSE ALL OF THEM.
PLEASE BE PATIENT WITH US
· ·AND WE'LL CALL YOU
AS SOON· AS WE CAN.

Thanks again to all those who filled out
applications for Xavier Newswire positions.
Have a nice day.

.

w~ek of:MARCH 28, 2001

Summer child care needed
in our Montgomery home. 3
great boys (10 and 7 year-old
twins). Excellent working conditions, great pay. Call Carol
984-9145.for more information
and application.
Looking for college student
for summer childcare. Mondays, Tuesdays, VVednesdays
_ B a.m.-5:15 p.m., occasional
Thursdays 8 a.m.-1 p.m. in our
westside Cincinnati home. ·
Boys ages 11 & 6. Must have
own car for outings (pool club
a,nd Kings Island passes provided). Contact Lynn or Tony
451-2571.
Tellers of Hyde Park is now
hiring _servers,. assistants,
hosts. Great pay. Contact Todd
Shock at 321-4721. 2710 Erie
Ave., Cincinnati, OH 45208.
Pool managers and lifeguards. Great summer positions, top pay, full time/parttime, work outdoors! Call Lisa
777-1444 ext. 4.
Research associate positions available at CTI. Must be
available > 15 hours per week
during the hours of 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
(Monday-Friday). Flexible
----schedule. For additional information, contact Cindy by phone
(381-2844)
or
email
(ckschulten.cti@att.net). _

Summer position -Anderson Township, College student
· needed to watch children: 16
(with Down's Syndrome); 14 ·
ahd 12 .. Day hours, MondayThursday. Non-smoker, own
car, good pay! Call 231.-4595.
Dilly Qeli \/Vines & .Gourmet
welcomes applications. for non·Seasonal and summer full-time
and part-time. help: servers
days and nights, experienced
host/ess and bussers 16+, deli
assistants, line cooks. Apply
in person 6818 VVooster Pike,
l\!lariemont. 561-5233 for directions.
Now hiring part-time child
care workers at' Youthland .
Academy's Mariemont and
Blue Ash locations. Call Holly
at 772-5888 ext 230.
Fraternites - Sororities
Clubs -Student Groups
Earn $1,000- 2,000 this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three
hour fund raising event. No sales
required. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call tcxlay! Contact Campusfundraiser. com at
· (888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.

Retail .decorating store
needs you! \/Ve sell wallpaper,
window treatments, fabric and
paint. Part-time/full-time retail
positions, accommodating·
hours. ·(513) 583"0333.

Large 5-6 bedroom, 4 full
bath, grand porch, free laundry. $1000/month, less thah ·
$200 per person. Available for
. fall semester, possibly one.
month early. 281-3863.

Enjoy your summer while
supervising the fun of an 11 yearold and 8 year-old. Must have
own transportation. Need Monday-Friday but riot necessarily
every wljlek. Non-smokers only
please. 474-3003;

For rent 2 & 4 bedroom
apartments -Very large, newly
renovated apartments within a
half mile of campus. Set in turn
of the century mansions, these
apartments feature: finished
wood floors, exposed brick
walls, ceramic tile, ceiling fans,
laundry, air conditioning, offstreet parkirig, security l_ight. lng, fully equip kitchens with.
garbage disposals, dishwashers and new appliances. If you
are looking to economize, the
bedrooms are large enough to
be shared. These homes are
a must see and won't last iong.
·For a showing call Jan at 2537368 or Tim at325-8610.

,_

FOR RENT
974 Dana Ave: 1·extra large
bedroom apartment, f!Jrnished.
. Heat and water paid. 772-0909.
For Rent:
887 Clinton Springs. Seven
bedroom mansion, 3 1/2
baths, spacious and gracious.
Equipped kitchen, living, dining, full basement with washer/
dryer, off-street parking. 321-.
0043 or 241-9421.
1606 Brewster. Roomy,
comfortable 4 bedrooms, 2
baths, equipped kitchen, short
walk to campus, washer/dryer.
321-0043 or 241-9421.
2550 VVoodburn. 3 bedrooms, equipped kitchen, easy
walk to campus. 616-3798.
0

Downtown business seeks
dependable, detail-oriented person to assist in property management and maintenance.
Ideal candidate, who is a selfstarter, may also assist in
Great location! 1515 Dana
owner's other businesses and
Ave. (across from Admissions).
activities. References required .. - One basement bedroom with
Apply by faxing letter/resume
bathroom for rent in house.
with references to (513) 621$250 per month plus utilities.
. 5771.
Call 531-4096.

Norwood .....:. fantastic 4
bedroom house for rent near
campus in Ju.ne. \/Vasher/
dryer, deck, :Ac, dishwasher,
awesome new kitchen, large ·
living & family room. $425 per
person includes heat. Send
email to rramos1@hotniail.com
for pictures! Call 351-2953.
Open house every Thursday
4-8 p.m.
Renting now and for 6/01:
Large newly renovated 1, 2 &3
bedroom apts."on Dana Avenue.
Fully furnished, off-street parking, air-conditioning, security
doors, satellite dish, decks,
porches, washer/dryer. Call
703-3242 .

Apartment for rent: 5 bedroom and 2 bedroom ~m Dana
Avenue (across from Music
Dept.). Available June 1st. Call
for mor!9 information. 631-2092.

MISC.

Renting now and for 06/01/ ·
01 : Large newly renovated 1, 2
& 3 bedro.om apartments on
Dana Averiue. Fully furnished, ·
·off-street parking, air conditioning; building security, common
·decks, private porches, fireplaces, washers/dryers. Short
walk to campus. Phone 7033242.

2001 sunimer subleaser
needed for June, July, August.
2 bedroom apartment, large living room, dining room, kitchen,
llide study room, off-street
parking. 1021 Dana Ave.
'(across from Elet). $645/
month, willing to share rent. Call
985-8932.
.

4 bedroom house for rent.
Nicely renovated, 2 car garage,·
washer/dryer included .. Special
consideration for rent-to-own.
$1175 per month, utilities not
included. Call (513) 759-5409.

Honda Accord LX '93. Lovingly cared for, one owner, excellent condition, all maintenance records, new CD/radio,
5 speed. $6500 OBO. · Days
651-6514. Evenings 561-7355.

3743 Regent Ave. 5 bed. room, 1 bath. New dishwasher.
5 minute Walk to. campus.
$1350/month plus utilities. Call
(812) 375~9800.
House for rent. 10 min.
walk to XU (2233 Cleneay
Ave.). 2-4 bedrooms. $235/
month. Call Cathy or Tom at
769-5240.
House for rent: Large 5
bedroom, 2 full baths. Features include: free laundry, security system, spacious
rooms, private fenced backyard, air conditioning, newer
carpet, very well maintained,
short walk to campus. Available May 2001. Only $1100
per month. 1761 Dana· Ave.
(next to UDF). Call Brandi 7453209, Todd/Brandi {859} 4419488.

·30 Helens Agree ...
Everybody's Records is the
· best record store in town. Get
cash or trade for your mint"
condition CDs. VVide selection
of rock, rap, jazz, soul, indie,
punk & .more! Posters, stickers & buttons, too! Open 11
a.m.- 9 p.m. Monday-Saturday;
noon-6 p.m. on Sunday. 6106
Montgomery Road at Ridge
Avenue.

·

The Children's Home of Cincinnati is currently hiring energetic,.
fun-loving people to work in our after-school programs with
children .ages 5 to 12. All of our programs arc located in the
Madisonville neighborhood. The hours arc 1 :30 - 6:00- p.m.
Monday - rridar. $7.00/hour with paid training. Qualified
applicants will have a high school diploma or GED, be able
to pass a background check and health screen. Interested
persons should call Leslie Mitchell at 272-2800 ext. 3293.

Resumes accepted at
5050 i\Jadison Road
Ci11ci1111ati, Ohio 45227
. 1\tt11: Human Resources

www. the c_hild r ens h 0 me cin ti. 0 r g

IF YOU SEE COPY EDITOR MARIA .HAJJAR
THlS SUNDAY, WISH HER A HAPPY' 2lST
BIRTHDAY.
IT'LL MAKE HER DAY.

THE.XAVIER NEWSWIRE SHARE THE. LOVE. .
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Center for Peace Education ..
Volunteer once a week for 45
minutes in either Over-the- .
Rhine or Northside as a Peace
Pal. Help to reduce acts of violence by teaching students how
to resolve conflict more constructively. Do so by reading
to children during the school
day. Call Katy at 221-4863 for
details and training dates.

~l~v;::~:
Youth Worker
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This week, I would like to give
my readers a glimpse into the daily
process of writing this bastion of
The Newswire known as Calendar
City. Each week, I ruminate on life's
little ironies, providing information
as only I can. My goal: to fill a
page with words so I can go home.
However, oftentimes, my words
are not printable. Meaning,_ I get
edited. For instance, if I write
"Mornings make me happy." That
seems pretty acceptable. However,
if I preface that with "Most abortions are performed in the morn-·
ing." Suddenly, it is unacceptable.
lfl write: "Finance club meets today." That seems to be a truth. Of
course, follow that with a stereotypical reply: "Those dirty Jews
are planning next year's events."
I waver toward untruth. Everyone
knows the Finance Club are
money-grubbing Huns anyway.
My point is: it is entirely ~pen to ·
interpretation. But, let's say, I were
. to call myself a "pessimistic, masturbatory, bloated, honkey Po.lack"
it would be true, to a certain ex- :
tent. Is this defamatory? Will it
get edited? You may never know.
Qnthisdatein 1881,Barnum&
Bailey's circus formed. In honor
of this historical event, the International Coffee Hour will be shooting latte out of cannons and contorting their bodiys into weird po- sitions while clowns contemplate
suicide with a whipped Creamora
pie. Then, everyone will be eaten
by ravenous tigers. Lunch is at
3:30 p.m. in Multicultural Affairs.

If you drive across the bridge
into our neighb9ring state, you see
this sign: "Welcome to Kentucky. ·

By

Adam Ziemkievvicz To place an item in the calendar, call 745-3122 or mail to ML 2129.

Where Education Pays." Where
education pays? No comment.'
The men's baseball team hosts
Kentucky at 3 p.m. on Hayden
Field. You won't want to miss
this one. We're from Ohio, where
education doesn't have to pay,
because he goes in the back door. ·
Do with tha:t what you will.
Reality television. ''Real
World," sure. "Survivor," fine.
"Temptation Island," okay
maybe. But, "Boot Camp!?!"
You've got to be kidding me.
ROTC goes through this stuff
daily. Will they survive? Does
anyone care? What's next:
"Watch as these children attempt
to survive pre-school while being taught by a buc.ket of diarrhea. Ralph Maccio attempt~ to
resurrect his ·career in 'Kindergarten Plop' on Fox." See some
real reality (there's a phrase) as
SAC crowns Mr. Muskie at 8 p.m.
in the Cintas Center Ballroom.

I 1: bt ,::: •!!\*I

ies will travel to that cinematic purgatory between theater and video.
To fill time, see Xavier Players' Workshop in the Armory at 8 p.m. All
plays are student.written, with actors guaranteed to be better than·
Russell Crowe. Cost: $3 for students
and faculty. $5 for everyone else.
... dream wheels; yazongas,
Molly McButters ...
I miss being a baby. Being naked in a doctor's office without selfconsciousness. A jelly-roll of bubbly fat. When hip shots would only
make me cry, not make me wish I exercised the cottage cheese out. Well,
Hip Shot Blueh can make everything
all better: This semi-Xavier band
plays at the Barrelhouse Brewery
from lOp.m. until midnight. Periodically, waitresses will be passing out
innoculations.
... General Lee, schlong, totem
pole ...

·.FRIDAY-

March 29

March 30

Have you noticed that when
you refer to sexuaforgans, meaning breasts or the penis, you can
pretty much substitute whatever
words you want and it somehow
makes sense. "Man, look at the
Wonder Years on that chick."·
"Girl, he hasthe biggest long distance plan I've ever seen."

SAC sponsors "Jamboree" from
6-9 p.m. in the Village Gazebo. There
will be a band and hair-braiding. You
could probably invest money in the
stock market as well, s.AC is big into
that. ThiS plans to be a bigger success than previous events such as
'.'Jellyboree" or "Preservesboree."

Now that the Oscars Jlave
been handed out, the good mov-

The 65th annual Military Ball is
today from 6 p.m. until midnight. I
really wanted to go, but it turns out

I've got bivouac duty in the morning. A night out with the ladies
and it's potato peeling for me, and
.Beetle never helps. But, for a few
hours, everyone else: at ease.

·Ticket proceeds to benefit the ·
-Natalie Gilday organ tranplant fund.

l~J Li,,~

•Jl\TI

March 31

_April 2

Finally, the wait is over. That's
right, after months and months of
hype and excitement, the day has
finally arrived. No longer will we
bury ourselves in the muck and mire
of empty promises. The Sarah
Brightman concert .is today at 8
p.m. at, that's right, the Cintas Center. We have arrived.

Did you know April was Alcohol Awareness month? Pick your
chin up off the ground. I've never
-heard of alcohol, either. It's a good
thing we have all month to become
aware of it~ ·

... all-season radials, Aphrodites, chutes and ladders ...

Xavier's favorite son, Mike Graham, will be speaking at Styuka's
PB & J lecture series at 6:30 p.m. in
Kelley Auditorium. I can't wait to
hear what that windbag has to say.
If you thought that was bad, you
..should have read what I originally
called him, before it got edi.ted. -

The Final Four begins today.
You can watch four teams that
mean nothing to you, or watch the
real final four of Xavier Players'
· Workshop in the Armory. (There

Saturday,
March Jlst:

CALL 351·3999

.!J.pril 1 It's April Fools Day today ... Or
is it?

It's also Daylight Savings,
which means you can play at the
_ In the past, Xavier Players'
playground an hour extra, starting
Workshop has addressed the i~
tonight. It also means I'll be an
sues of necrophilia, suicide, murhour late for everything. But, you
der, homosexuality and planetary
don't want to be late for the last.
reallignment. If they can do it, why . · night of the aptly named Xavier ·
can't I? Alas, I must only enjoy
Players' Workshop in the Armory
their work at 8 p.m. in the Armory;
ai 8 p'.m. or 7 p.m. depending o.n
Tickets still $3 for students.
your internal clock. Tickets will ·
be $3, unless you get there late.
... beer bong, Socko, President
- Bush (there's a euphemism for
... poisoned dart, beach hut,
you) ...
Calendar Guy ... ·

THE

JUESDAY
April 3

Presented

et ~J off any ~15, ~12, ~1
seat wnen you snow your
colle eID at tne box office!

Cincinnati Mighty Ducks
vs. Philidelphia at 7:35 pm

9.N}qY.

... thimbles, shibbity wibblties,
Bob Hoskins ...

n ay ~ames,.

.

are four plays. I checked;) It's kind
bf a. shame you didn't get to see
the early rounds. Because,
everyone '.s brackets are all messed
up. I mean, I had "Streetcar Named
Desire" in the finals and my team
got knocked out in the first round.
Tickets are $3.

By:

Cincinn~ti.Mighty Ducks

vs. Lou1sv11le_at 7:35 pm

· First 5000 fans will receive a
drink coozie courtesy of WEBN.
CINCINNA Tl

~g:E

GARDENS HOCKEY

